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ABSTRACT 
 
 Dynamic decision and task allocation have been the focus of recent 
researches in evacuation and rescue simulation in emergency situations. When 
disaster happens, there are several tasks that need to be performed. It is very 
important to decide who should perform which tasks. Normally, the responsibility for 
a task is assigned in disaster plan directly; however several studies have shown that 
in realistic emergency situations many people and organizations also take part in the 
rescue process such as volunteers (Kathleen. 1997). Thus, the research on rescue 
simulation should capture the actions of volunteers in the rescue process. Volunteers 
will take part in the rescue process as helper for disabled persons in emergency 
situation. 
Multi-agent based model is widely used for study on evacuation and rescue 
simulation. A multi-agent based model is composed of individual units, situated in an 
explicit space, and provided with their own attributes and rules (Zaharia et al. 1997). 
This model is particularly suitable for modeling human behaviors, as human 
characteristics can be presented as agent behaviors (Ren et al. 2009, Zaharia et al. 
2011, Quang et al. 2008, Bo et al. 2009). 
In this dissertation, I studied the multi-criteria decision making and dynamic 
tasks allocation in cooperative multi-agent environments which are dynamic and 
uncertain. The case study is about the simulation of volunteers to help disabled 
persons in emergency situation. In this regard, I propose two approaches that enable 
the agents to make decision and work collaboratively. The first approach is a multi-
criteria decision making method: Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm Technique for Order 
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Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (FGA-TOPSIS) for dealing with criteria 
and alternatives in a fuzzy environment. This method is used to calculate the weight 
of criteria in order to decide which volunteers should help which disabled persons 
applied in the rescue simulation. The second approach is the task allocation model 
applied for centralized multi-agent based rescue simulation for volunteers to help 
disabled people in emergency situation. The problem of which volunteer should help 
which disabled persons is modeled as task allocation problem and this problem is 
solved by using combinatorial auction mechanism. The Gama simulation platform is 
used to implement our proposed decision making method and task allocation model 
in rescue simulation study. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
This chapter presents the overview, the motivation, and the objectives of the work 
presented in this dissertation. 
1.1. Overview 
The study on multi-agent based rescue simulation has been realized as an 
important topic recently. This study helps us to get a better understand of the rescue 
process in emergency situations so that the plan and preparation can be well-adapted 
in real cases. Rescue process is conducted under dynamic and uncertain environment 
so it is important to use the appropriate computer model to simulate this process.  
Multi-agent based model is a good choice to study the rescue simulation 
because it lets us study many aspects of dynamic environments and it is very similar 
to real life systems. Using multi-agent based simulation, we can study how agents 
interact with each other. In the rescue process, the agents are rescue team, victims 
and emergency center. The agents make decision and perform action to reach their 
goal. They share the information among them in order to make decision under 
dynamic and uncertain environment. 
In multi-agent based rescue simulation, the multi-criteria decision making and 
task allocation problem have been considered as a crucial topic. Each member of the 
rescue team will be allocated the tasks of helping victim. The problem is how to 
allocate the task in an appropriate way in order to save as much victims as possible. 
The multi-criteria decision making and task allocation problem will be more complex 
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in dynamic and uncertain environment because the agents are hard to identify in the 
evolution of the world. In this sense, it is very important to decide the decision 
making method in order to solve the task allocation problem in rescue simulation. 
This dissertation addresses the challenge of designing the decision making and 
task allocation method in the rescue process under dynamic and fuzzy environment. 
Briefly, this dissertation proposes: 
 A multi-criteria decision making method (Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm 
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution: FGA-
TOPSIS) for dealing with criteria and alternatives in a fuzzy environment. 
This method will help to calculate the weight of criteria in order to decide 
which volunteers should help which disabled persons.  
 A centralized multi-agent based rescue simulation for volunteers to help 
disabled people in emergency situation. The problem of which volunteer 
should help which disabled persons is modeled as task allocation problem and 
this problem is solved by using combinatorial auction mechanism. 
1.2. Motivation 
People with disabilities have been addressed as vulnerable population in 
emergency situations. The data of recent disasters i.e. Tsunami, Katrina and 
earthquake shows that the mortality of disabled people during the disaster were very 
high (Ashok Hans, 2009). The reason for this is because many handicapped people 
may face physical barriers or difficulties of communication that they are not able to 
respond effectively to crisis situations. They were not able to evacuate by themselves. 
Obviously, disabled people need assistances to evacuate. While in the past, persons 
with disabilities were not taken in consideration during the planning and mitigation 
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of disaster management, in more recent years, this group of population has been 
realized as a prior target to help in emergency situations. It is important to learn the 
needs of persons with disabilities and the various forms of disabilities in order to 
help them effectively and minimize the mortality.  
In an emergency situation, a human tends to perform two main activities: the 
rescue and the evacuation. It is very difficult and costly if we want to do experiments 
on human rescue and or evacuation behaviors physically in real scale level. It is 
found that multi-agent based simulation makes it possible to simulate the human 
activities in rescue and evacuation process. A multi-agent based model is composed 
of individual units, situated in an explicit space, and provided with their own 
attributes and rules. This model is particularly suitable for modeling human 
behaviors, as human characteristics can be presented as agent behaviors. Therefore, 
the multi-agent based model is widely used for rescue and evacuation simulation 
(Ren et al. 2009, Quang et al. 2008).  
The decision making in the traditional rescue models is based on static 
information of victims, rescue teams, and traffic condition; therefore the rescue 
process has difficulty to help victims effectively. Our proposed model will take 
advantages of wireless telecommunication to spread such information to rescue team 
and emergency center in order to issue appropriate decision to help people with 
disabilities. 
The availability of multi-agent based simulation platforms has also motivated 
us to make simulation with multi-agent based model. We use GAMA simulation 
platform as test-bed for proposed methods. GAMA is an agent based, spatially 
explicit, modeling and simulation platform. It integrates powerful tools coming from 
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Data Mining easing the modeling and 
analysis efforts (Taillandier et al. 2012). 
1.3. Objective 
The main objective is to develop a new multi-criteria decision making method 
and task allocation algorithms in dynamic and uncertain environment. Particularly, 
we apply our method on constrained environment of rescue scenarios. More 
specifically, this dissertation deals with the following objectives: 
 To apply Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm and Technique for Order Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution to develop a new multi-criteria decision making 
method. This method allows calculating the important weight of criteria, and 
then it can be used to make decision. 
 To apply auction mechanism to improve the task selection among rescue 
agents in centralized rescue simulation model. 
 To use Gama simulation platform to implement the rescue simulation. This 
simulation platform allows working with GIS map therefore the rescue map 
becomes more practical. 
1.4. Layout of Thesis 
This dissertation is organized as five chapters. The structure and relation 
among chapters are shown in Figure 1.1. 
Chapter 1 presents the introduction, motivation and objectives of this dissertation. 
Chapter 2 reviews the background information regarding Fuzzy system, Multi-
criteria decision making, Genetic Algorithms, Multi-agent based simulation, Auction 
mechanism and Gama simulation platform. 
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Chapter 3 describes the new decision making method of FGA-TOPSIS (Fuzzy 
Genetic Algorithm-Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) 
with an example to clarify the procedure of this method. 
Chapter 4 describes the task allocation model applied for rescue simulation by 
utilizing the auction mechanism. The implementation, experimentation and results of 
rescue simulation are also presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 provides the summary and future research works. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Flow Chart of the Thesis Continuity  
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Conclusion 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
 
This chapter describes the background knowledge that supports to conduct this 
research.  
2.1.  Fuzzy Multi-criteria Decision Making 
"Decision making is the study of identifying and choosing alternatives based 
on the values and preferences of the decision maker. Making a decision implies that 
there are alternative choices to be considered, and in such a case we want not only to 
identify as many of these alternatives as possible but to choose the one that best fits 
with our goals, objectives, desires, values, and so on." (Harris, 1980) 
Multi-criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is one of the well-known topics of 
Operations Research and Management Science. In a real world decision situation, the 
data are often imprecise and fuzzy. The classic MCDM method may have limitations 
to deal with imprecision or vagueness inherent in the information. For these cases, 
Fuzzy Multi-Criteria Decision Making methods have been developed (Kahraman, 
2008). In this section, the crisp MCDM methods are first summarized briefly and 
then the integration of the fuzzy set theory into these methods is explained. Some 
recently published papers on Fuzzy MCDM are also presented. 
2.1.1. Crisp Multi-criteria Decision Making 
In the early 1970, Multi-criteria Decision Making (MCDM) was found as crucial field 
of research because it is important to make a rational decision under conflicting criteria (F. 
J·nos  ¸1995). A general decision making process contains eight steps shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Define problem
Determine requirements
Establish goals
Identify alternatives
Identify criteria
Select a decision making tool
Evaluate alternatives against 
criteria
Validate solutions against 
problem statement
 
Figure 2.1: Decision Making Process (F. J·nos  ¸1995) 
Generally, a mathematical model of the MCDM can be written as follows 
(Waiel et al, 2008): 
min
𝑠
𝑍 = [𝑧1 𝑥 , 𝑧2 𝑥 ,… , 𝑧𝑘 𝑥 ] 
𝑇 
Where: 𝑆 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑋|𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 , 𝑥 ≥ 0} 
Where: 
Z(x) = C with x is the K-dimensional vector of objective functions and C is 
the vector of cost corresponding to each objective function, 
S is the feasible region that is bounded by the given set of constraints,  
A is the matrix of technical coefficients of the left-hand side of constraints, 
b is the right-hand side of constraints (i.e., the available resources),  
x is the n-dimensional vector of decision variables.  
With different theoretical basis, there are four major branches of methods in MCDM: 
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(i) Bernard Roy introduced the outranking approach and it help implementing in the 
Electre and Promethee methods; (ii) Keeney and Raiffa introduced the value and 
utility theory approaches and it help implementing in a number of methods; a special 
method in this branch is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) developed by 
Thomas L. Saaty; (iii) P.L.Yu, Stanley Zionts, Milan Zeleny, Ralph Steuer 
introduced the interactive multiple objective programming approach; (iv) The last 
branch is based on group decision and negotiation theory. It allows making decision 
with group dynamics and with differences in knowledge, value systems and 
objectives among group members (Carlsson et al., 1996).  
Particularly, there are many MCDM methods which help to make decision. At 
this section, some of MCDM methods are described briefly as follow: 
+ Pros and cons analysis is a qualitative comparison method in which good things 
(pros) and bad things (cons) are identified about each alternative. Lists of the pros 
and cons are compared one to another for each alternative. The alternative with the 
strongest pros and weakest cons is preferred. It requires no mathematical skill and is 
easy to implement (Baker et al, 2002). 
+ Maximin and maximax methods: The maximin method is based upon a strategy 
that tries to avoid the worst possible performance, maximizing the minimal 
performing criterion. The alternative for which the score of its weakest criterion is 
the highest is preferred. The maximin method can be used only when all criteria are 
comparable so that they can be measured on a common scale, which is a limitation 
(Linkov et al, 2004). 
+ Conjunctive and disjunctive methods: These methods require satisfactory rather 
than best performance in each criterion. The conjunctive method requires that an 
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alternative must meet a minimal performance threshold for all criteria. The 
disjunctive method requires that the alternative should exceed the given threshold for 
at least one criterion. Any alternative that does not meet the conjunctive or 
disjunctive rules is deleted from the further consideration (Linkov et al., 2004). 
+ Lexicographic: Using this method, attributes are rank-ordered in terms of 
importance. The alternative with the best performance on the most important 
attribute is chosen (Linkov et al., 2004). 
+ Linear Assignment: This method requires, in addition to the decision matrix data, 
cardinal importance weights for each attribute and rankings of the alternatives with 
respect to each attribute.  
+ TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution): The 
principle behind TOPSIS is simple: The chosen alternative should be as close to the 
ideal solution as possible and as far from the negative-ideal solution as possible. 
+ Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP): The analytical hierarchy process was 
developed primarily by Saaty (1980). The methodology of AHP is based on pair-
wise comparisons of the following type 'How important is criterion 𝐶𝑖  relative to 
criterion 𝐶𝑖?' Questions of this type are used to establish the weights for criteria and 
similar questions are to be answered to assess the performance scores for alternatives 
on the subjective criteria. 
However, those aforementioned MCDM methods only can be used in static 
environment. Actually, the data are often imprecise and fuzzy. In order to deal with 
imprecision and fuzziness in decision problems, Zadeh (1965) suggested applying 
the fuzzy set theory as a modeling tool for compensation to the limitations of crisp 
MCDM methods. 
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2.1.2. Fuzzy Set Theory 
a. Fuzzy set 
The term “fuzzy logic” was introduced when Zadeh studied on the theory of 
fuzzy sets (1965). In 2005, Lee wrote a book entitled “First Course on Fuzzy Theory 
and Applications”. This book presents most of fundamental knowledge about fuzzy 
theory. We used this book as based knowledge for studying fuzzy theory. Fuzzy sets 
are sets whose elements have degrees of membership. A fuzzy set A, in a universe 
set U, is characterized by a membership function (Figure 2.2):  
𝜇 → [0, 1] 𝑤𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜇(𝑥) 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑕𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑕𝑖𝑝 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑥 𝑖𝑛 𝐴,∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑈. 
Membership function 𝜇 is a mapping from each element x in A to a real number. 
1 1
Fuzzy Crisp  
Figure 2.2: Example of Membership Function (Yu Hen Hu, 2001) 
Example of fuzzy set: There is a statement "Jenny is young". At this time, the 
term "young" is vague. To represent the meaning of "vague" exactly, it would be 
necessary to define its membership function as in Figure 2.3. When we refer "young", 
there might be age which lies in the range [0, 80] and we can account these "young 
age" in these scope as a continuous set. The horizontal axis shows age and the 
vertical one means the numerical value of membership function. The line shows 
possibility (value of membership function) of being contained in the fuzzy set 
"young". For example, if we follow the definition of "young" as in the figure, ten 
year-old boy may well be young. So the possibility for the "age ten” to join the fuzzy 
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set of "young is 1. Also that of "age twenty seven" is 0.9. But we might not say 
young to a person who is over sixty and the possibility of this case is 0. Now we can 
manipulate our last sentence to "Jenny is very young". In order to be included in the 
set of "very young", the age should be lowered and let us think the line is moved 
leftward as in the figure. If we define fuzzy set as such, only the person who is under 
forty years old can be included in the set of "very young". Now the possibility of 
twenty-seven year old man to be included in this set is 0.5.  
That is, if we denote A= "young" and B="very young",  
𝜇𝐴 27 = 0.9,  𝜇𝑩 27 = 0.5 
1
10             20          27   30             40             50             60             
0.5
0.9
Age
Very young
young
 
Figure 2.3: Fuzzy Sets Representing “Young” and “Very Young” 
b. Standard Operation of Fuzzy Set 
Complement: We denote the complement set of A as A. Membership degree can be 
calculated as following.  
𝜇𝐴 𝑥 = 1 − 𝜇𝐴 𝑥 , ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 
Union: Membership value of member x in the union takes the greater value of 
membership between A and B. 
𝜇𝐴∪𝐵 𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝜇𝐴 𝑥 , 𝜇𝐵 𝑥  ,∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 
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Intersection of fuzzy sets A and B takes smaller value of membership function 
between A and B. 
𝜇𝐴∩𝐵 𝑥 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝜇𝐴 𝑥 , 𝜇𝐵 𝑥  , ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 
c. Fuzzy Number 
Fuzzy number is a fuzzy set which have the following conditions: Convex 
fuzzy set; Normalized fuzzy set; Its membership function is piecewise continuous; 
and It is defined in the real number. 
Fuzzy number should be normalized and convex. Here the condition of 
normalization implies that maximum membership value is 1 (Figure 2.4). 
∃𝑥 ∈ 𝑅,  𝜇𝐴 𝑥 = 1  
The convex condition is that the line by α-𝑐𝑢𝑡 is continuous and α-cut interval 
satisfies the following relation. 
𝐴∝ =  𝑎1
 ∝ ,𝑎3
 ∝   
 𝛽 < 𝛼 → (𝑎1
 𝛽 
≤ 𝑎1
 ∝ ,𝑎3
 𝛽 
≥ 𝑎3
 ∝ ) 
  
Figure 2.4: Fuzzy Number 𝐀 = [𝐚𝟏,𝐚𝟐,𝐚𝟑] 
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d. Triangular Fuzzy Number 
The fuzzy sets can be presented in many ways such as triangular, trapezoidal or 
Gaussian. In our research we use the representation by triangular fuzzy sets. With 
triangular fuzzy sets A denoted by(a1, a2, a3), the triangular membership function 
defined by equation (2.1) 
𝐴 𝑥 =
 
 
 
 
 
0        𝑥 ≤ 𝑎1
𝑥 − 𝑎1
𝑎2 − 𝑎1
      𝑥 ∈  𝑎1,𝑎2 
𝑎3 − 𝑥
𝑎3 − 𝑎2
      𝑥 ∈  𝑎2,𝑎3 
0        𝑥 ≥ 𝑎3
  (2.1) 
e. Operation of Triangular Fuzzy Number 
Some important properties of operations on triangular fuzzy number are 
summarized  
(1) The results from addition or subtraction between triangular fuzzy numbers result 
also triangular fuzzy numbers.  
(2) The results from multiplication or division are not triangular fuzzy numbers.  
(3) Max or min operation does not give triangular fuzzy number. But we often 
assume that the operational results of multiplication or division to be TFNs as 
approximation values.  
Suppose triangular fuzzy numbers A and B are defined as 
A =  a1, a2, a3                   B =  b1, b2, b3  
- Addition: A + B =  a1 + b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3  
- Subtraction: A − B =  a1 − b1, a2 − b2, a3 − b3  
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f. Fuzzy Number and Linguistic Variable 
Linguistic variables represent crisp information in a form and precision 
appropriate for the problem. For example, to answer the question "What is it like 
outside?", one might observe "It is warm outside." Experience has shown that if it is 
“warm” and the time is mid-day, a jacket is unnecessary, but if it is warm and early 
evening, it would be wise to take a jacket along (the day will change from warm to 
cool). The linguistic variables like “warm”, so common in everyday speech, convey 
information about our environment or an object under observation. A linguistic 
variable is the name of a fuzzy set. A linguistic variable encapsulates the properties 
of approximate or imprecise concepts in a systematic and computationally useful 
way. It reduces the apparent complexity of describing a system by matching a 
semantic tag to the underlying concept. Yet a linguistic variable always represents a 
fuzzy space (another way of saying that when we evaluate a linguistic variable we 
come up with a fuzzy set). Figure 2.5 presents the example of linguistic variable and 
fuzzy set (Earl Cox, 1994). 
0   2   4   6   8   10   12   14   16   18
1 Long project
 
Figure 2.5: “Long project” Linguistic Variable and Fuzzy Set 
The center of the fuzzy modeling technique is the idea of a linguistic variable. 
At its root, a linguistic variable is the name of a fuzzy set. In the Figure 2.5, the fuzzy 
set LONG is a simple linguistic variable and could be used in a rule-based system to 
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make decisions based on the length of a particular project: 
if  project.duration is LONG then the completion.risk is INCREASED; 
2.1.3. Fuzzy Multi-criteria Decision Making 
Bellman and Zadeh (1970) introduced fuzzy sets into the MCDM field. They 
proposed the way to solve the decision problems which are unable to solve with crisp 
MCDM methods. The selected alternative was defined as a point in the space of 
alternatives at which the membership function of a fuzzy decision attained its 
maximum value. To deal quantitatively with imprecision, we usually employ the 
concepts and techniques of probability theory. In order to apply fuzzy sets into 
decision making process, the differentiation between randomness and fuzziness has 
to be done. Essentially, randomness has to do with uncertainty concerning 
membership or non-membership of an object in a non-fuzzy set. Fuzziness, on the 
other hand, has to do with classes in which there may be grades of membership 
intermediate between full membership and non-membership. 
The main pillar of fuzzy decision making can be summarized as follow 
(Bellman and Zadeh, 1970): 
𝐷 = 𝐺 ∩ 𝐶 
where G is the fuzzy goal, C is the fuzzy constraints, and D is the fuzzy decision that 
is characterized by a suitable membership function as follows:  
𝜇𝐷 𝑥 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝜇𝐺 𝑥 , 𝜇𝐶 𝑥 ) 
The maximizing decision is then defined as follows: 
max
𝑥∈𝑋
𝜇𝐷 𝑥 =  max
𝑥∈𝑋
min⁡(𝜇𝐺 𝑥 ,  𝜇𝐶 𝑥 ) 
For k fuzzy goals and m fuzzy constraints, the fuzzy decision is defined as follows:  
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𝐷 = 𝐺1 ∩ 𝐺1 ∩ …∩ 𝐺𝑘 ∩ 𝐶1 ∩ 𝐶2 ∩ …∩ 𝐶𝑚  
and the corresponding maximizing decision is written as follows: 
max
𝑥∈𝑋
𝜇𝐷 𝑥 =  max
𝑥∈𝑋
min⁡(𝜇𝐺1 𝑥 ,… , 𝜇𝐺𝑘  𝑥 ,𝜇𝐶1 𝑥 ,… , 𝜇𝐶𝑚  𝑥 ) 
Many real-life problems have been formulated as FMCDM and have been 
solved by using an appropriate technique. Some of these applications involved 
production, manufacturing, location−allocation problems, environmental 
management, business, marketing, agriculture economics, machine control, 
engineering applications and regression modeling. 
2.1.4. Researches in Fuzzy Multi-criteria Decision Making 
Baas and Kwakernaak‟s (1977) proposed MCDM approach which allow rating of 
criteria and ranking of multiple aspect alternatives using fuzzy sets. 
Wang and Parkan (2005) investigate a MCDM problem with fuzzy preference 
information on alternatives and propose an eigenvector method to rank them. 
Hua et al. (2005) develop a fuzzy multiple attribute decision making (FMADM) 
method with a three-level hierarchical decision making model to evaluate the 
aggregate risk for green manufacturing projects. 
Ling (2006) presents a fuzzy MCDM method in which the attribute weights and 
decision matrix elements are fuzzy variables. Fuzzy arithmetic operations and the 
expected value operator of fuzzy variables are used to solve the FMCDM problem.  
Xu and Chen (2007) develop an interactive method for multiple attribute group 
decision making in a fuzzy environment. The method can be used in situations where 
the information about attribute weights is partly known, the weights of decision 
makers are expressed in exact numerical values or triangular fuzzy numbers, and the 
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attribute values are triangular fuzzy numbers.  
Recently, artificial intelligence techniques are used to solve different problems of 
fuzzy multi-criteria decision making. There are many researches on this aspect 
(Waiel, 2008). 
Serafini (1985), and Ulungu et al. (1995) applied Simulated Annealing (SA) 
algorithm for the multi-objective framework.  
Loukil et al. (2006) proposed a multi-objective SA algorithm to tackle a production 
scheduling problem in a flexible job-shop with particular constraints such as batch 
production. 
Sakawa and Yauchi (1999) proposed an interactive decision-making method for 
solving multi-objective, non-convex programming problems with fuzzy numbers 
through co-evolutionary Genetic Algorithms (GA). 
Sakawa and Kubota (2000) solved an application in job shop scheduling with fuzzy 
processing time and fuzzy due date by using GA. 
Sakawa and Kato (2002) deal with the general multi-objective 0-1 programming 
problems that involve positive and negative coefficients. The extended GA with 
double strings is implemented with a new decoding algorithm for individual. 
Basu (2004) applied an interactive fuzzy satisfying method based on an evolutionary 
programming technique for short-term multi-objective hydrothermal scheduling 
2.2. Genetic Algorithms  
2.2.1. Overview 
There are some methods which are used to find the suitable solution in a set of 
solutions, for example Hill Climbing, Tabu Search, Simulated Annealing and 
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Genetic Algorithms (GA). In our research, we used GA to determine the weight of 
criteria in a decision making problem. Genetic algorithms were formally introduced 
in the United States in the 1970s by John Holland at University of Michigan. Genetic 
Algorithms are the heuristic search and optimization techniques that mimic the 
process of natural evolution. “Genetic Algorithms are good at taking large, 
potentially huge search spaces and navigating them, locking for optimal 
combinational of things, the solutions one might not otherwise find in a lifetime.” 
(Salvatore, 1995). Figure 2.6 show the outline of the basic Genetic Algorithm. 
Start
Initialize population
Evaluate fitness value of solutions
Select two parent chromosomes
Perform crossover operation
Perform mutation operation
Form new population
Found optimum solutions Stop
TrueFalse
 
Figure 2.6: Outline of Basic Genetic Algorithm 
Step I: [Start] Generate random population of chromosomes. Each chromosome 
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presents a possible solution. 
Step II: [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness value of each chromosome in the population. 
Step III: [New population] Create a new population by repeating following steps 
until the new population is complete. 
i) [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to 
their fitness. Better the fitness, the bigger chance to be selected to be the parent. 
ii) [Crossover] With a crossover probability, cross over the parents to form new 
offspring, that is, children. If no crossover was performed, offspring is the exact copy 
of parents. 
iii) [Mutation] With a mutation probability, mutate new offspring at each locus. 
iv) [Accepting] Place new offspring in the new population. 
Step IV: [Replace] Use new generated population for a further run of the algorithm. 
Step V: [Test] If the condition is satisfied then stop, and return the best solution in 
current population. Otherwise go to step 2. 
Actually, Genetic Algorithms are very general methods. This method will be 
implemented differently in various problems. In order to solve a problem with GAs, 
it is important to know how to generate population, chromosomes; how to select 
parent to perform crossover operation; how to define the fitness function. 
2.2.2. Encoding of Chromosome 
Before using Genetic Algorithms to solve the problem, it is important to 
encode potential solutions to chromosome forms so that computer can process. There 
are some types of encoding chromosome such as binary encoding, permutation 
encoding, value encoding, and tree encoding.  
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a. Binary Encoding 
Every chromosome is a string of binary bits: 0 or 1. Figure 2.7 shows the 
example of chromosomes in binary coding. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1Chromosome 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1Chromosome 1
 
Figure 2.7: Chromosome in Binary Coding 
b. Permutation Encoding 
Every chromosome is a string of numbers, which represents number in 
a sequence. This type of encoding is useful for ordering problem. Figure 2.8 shows 
the example of chromosomes in permutation coding. 
1 2 4 3 7 5 8 6Chromosome 1
5 4 1 8 7 6 2 3Chromosome 1
 
Figure 2.8: Chromosome in Permutation Coding 
c. Value Encoding 
Every chromosome is a string of some values. Values can be in any forms such 
as integer numbers, real numbers, words or chars to present some complicated 
objects. Figure 2.9 shows the example of chromosomes in value coding. 
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.6Real number
3 2 4 1 2 1 2 4Integer number
red green blueWords yellow blue
 
Figure 2.9: Chromosome in Value Coding 
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d. Tree Encoding 
It is best suited technique for evolving expressions or programs such as genetic 
programming. In tree encoding, every chromosome is a tree of some objects, 
functions or commands in programming languages. Figure 2.10 shows the example 
of chromosomes in tree coding. 
+
x /
5 y
(+ x(/ 5y)
 
Figure 2.10: Chromosome in Tree Coding 
2.2.3. Operator of Chromosome 
Selection, crossover and mutation are three basic operators of GA. Selection is 
a genetic operator which is used to find the parents chromosomes to crossover and 
produce offspring. There are many methods of selecting parent chromosomes such as 
Roulette wheel, Tournament, Linear Rank, Truncation selection. Crossover is a 
genetic operator that combines two parent chromosomes to produce new 
chromosomes. The idea behind crossover is that the new chromosomes may be better 
than both of the parents if it takes the best characteristics from each of the parents. 
Crossover occurs during evolution according to a crossover probability. There many 
types of crossover operator: Single-point, Two-point, Uniform, Arithmetic crossover. 
Mutation is a genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity from one generation 
of a population of chromosomes to the next. Mutation occurs during evolution 
according to mutation probability. Mutation is an important part of genetic search, 
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helps to prevent the population from stagnating at any local optima. There are many 
types of mutation such as Flip bit, Boundary, Non-Uniform, Uniform, and Gaussian. 
a. Selection 
+ Roulette Wheel Selection: Parents are selected according to their fitness. The 
better the chromosomes are, the more chances to be selected they have. Imagine 
a roulette wheel where are placed all chromosomes in the population. Every 
chromosome has its space accordingly to its fitness value. Figure 2.11 shows the 
example of roulette wheel for each chromosome regarding to its fitness value. 
 
Figure 2.11: Roulette Wheel for Chromosome 
Chromosome with bigger fitness value will be selected more times. This method can 
be described as following steps. 
[Sum] Calculate sum of all chromosome finesses in population - sum S. 
[Select] Generate random number R from interval (0,S)  
[Loop] Go through the population and sum finesses from 0 - sum s. When the 
sum s is greater than r, stop and return the current added chromosome. 
+ Tournament Selection: a number T of individuals is chosen randomly from the 
population and the best individual from this group is selected as parent. This process 
Chromosome 1
Chromosome 2
Chromosome 3
Chromosome 4
Chromosome 5
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is repeated as often as individuals must be chosen. The parameter for tournament 
selection is the tournament size T. T takes values ranging from 2 to N (number of 
individuals in population).  
+ Linear Rank Selection: The chromosomes in population are ranked from 1 to N 
based on its fitness value. After this all the chromosomes have a chance to be 
selected. 
+ Truncation Selection: The chromosomes are sorted according to their fitness 
value. Only chromosomes its fitness value above the threshold T are selected as 
parents. 
b. Crossover 
+ Single-point Crossover: one crossover point is selected randomly. Figure 2.12 
shows the example of single-point crossover operator for chromosomes in binary 
coding.  
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1Parent 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1Parent 2
0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
Offspring 1
1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
Offspring 2
Parent 1
Parent 2
 
Figure 2.12: Single-point Crossover in Binary Coding 
+ Two-point Crossover: two crossover points are selected, binary string from 
beginning of chromosome to the first crossover point is copied from one parent, the 
part from the first to the second crossover point is copied from the second parent and 
the rest is copied from the first parent. Figure 2.13 shows the example of two-point 
crossover operator for chromosomes in binary coding.  
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0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1Parent 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1Parent 2
0 0 0
1 0
Offspring 1
1 1 0
0 1
Offspring 2
Parent 1
Parent 2
0 0 1
0 0 1
 
Figure 2.13: Two-point Crossover in Binary Coding 
+ Uniform crossover: The probability of mixing ratio will control which parent will 
contribute how many percentage of genes in offspring chromosomes. For example, if 
the mixing ratio is 0.5, then half of the genes in offspring will come from parent 1 
and other half will come from parent 2. Figure 2.14 shows the example of uniform 
crossover operator for chromosomes in binary coding. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1Parent 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1Parent 2
Offspring 1
Offspring 2
Parent 1
Parent 2
0 0 00
1 1 0 1
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
 
Figure 2.14: Uniform Crossover in Binary Coding 
+ Arithmetic crossover:  some arithmetic operations are used to make new 
offspring. Figure 2.15 shows the example of arithmetic crossover operator for 
chromosomes in binary coding. 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1Parent 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1Parent 2
1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
Offspring 1
0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1
Offspring 2
OR
AND
 
Figure 2.15: Arithmetic Crossover in Binary Coding 
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c. Mutation 
+ Flip Bit: The mutation operator simply inverts the value of the selected genes. This 
type of mutation can only used for binary coding. Figure 2.16 shows the example of 
Flip Bit mutation for chromosome in binary coding. 
1 1 0Original offspring 1 1 0 0 1
Mutated offspring 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
 
Figure 2.16: Flip Bit Mutation in Binary Coding 
+ Boundary: the mutation operator replaces the value of the selected genes with 
either the upper or lower bound for these genes. 
+ Non-Uniform: A mutation operator that increases the probability that the amount 
of the mutation will be close to 0 as the generation number increases. This mutation 
operator keeps the population from stagnating in the early stages of the evolution 
then allows the genetic algorithm to fine tune the solution in the later stages of 
evolution. This mutation operator can only be used for integer and float genes. 
+ Uniform: A mutation operator that replaces the value of the chosen gene with a 
uniform random value selected between the user-specified upper and lower bounds 
for that gene. This mutation operator can only be used for integer and float genes. 
+ Gaussian: A mutation operator that adds a unit Gaussian distributed random value 
to the chosen gene. The new gene value is clipped if it falls outside of the user-
specified lower or upper bounds for that gene. This mutation operator can only be 
used for integer and float genes. 
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2.3.  Multi-agent based Simulation for Emergency Response 
Emergency response consists of several actions which aim to reduce the 
damages from disaster. Basically, disaster response is a human-centric operation 
where humans make decisions at various levels. Information technologies (IT) plays 
important role in disaster response since improving the information management 
during the disaster. It will help in collecting information, analyzing it, sharing it, and 
disseminating it to the right people at the right moment (Massaguer et al., 2006). 
Moreover, the emergency response can be simulated by computer based model. Most 
computer based simulation rescue and evacuation models are based on flow model, 
cellular automata model, and multi-agent based model. Flow based model lacks 
interaction between evacuees and human behavior in crisis. Cellular automata model 
is arranged on a rigid grid, and interact with one another by certain rules (Ren et al., 
2009). A multi-agent based model is composed of individual units, situated in an 
explicit space, and provided with their own attributes and rules (Quang et al., 2008). 
This model is particularly suitable for modeling human behaviors, as human 
characteristics can be presented as agent behaviors. Therefore, the multi-agent based 
model is widely used for rescue and evacuation simulation [Ren et al., 2009; Zaharia 
et al., 2011; Quang et al., 2008; Bo et al., 2009].  
2.3.1. Multi-agent based Simulation 
Essentially, simulations are used to virtually reproduce complex phenomena 
that are difficult to observe in the real world, on computers. Simulations can be 
divided into two classes; macroscopic and microscopic simulations according to the 
abstraction level of models of simulation targets. Macro simulation reproduces a 
phenomenon based on macroscopic viewpoint so that the whole of a simulation 
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target is represented as a single model and its behavior is defined by governing 
equations. Consequently, macro simulations allow observation of behaviors or 
changes in the overall system, but the local properties of individual elements or 
interactions among elements cannot be reproduced. On the other hand, micro 
simulation reproduces a complex social phenomenon by accumulating microscopic 
behaviors of models of social entities (e.g., humans or organizations) including 
interactions among them. Assuming that human society consists of a lot of decision-
making entities, it seems natural to predict behaviors of society with a micro 
simulation. In particular, micro simulations manifest their ability to clearly present a 
variety of individual core behaviors in the reproduction and analysis of the following 
kinds of complex collective behavior (Ishida et al., 2010). 
Basically, a multi-agent based simulation consists of three elements: agents, an 
environment or space, and rules (Epstein et al., 1996). Similarly, Macal and North 
[2010] also state that “a typical agent-based model has three elements”: 
(1) A set of agents, their attributes and behaviors. 
(2) The agents‟ environment: agents interact with their environment in addition to 
other agents. 
(3) A set of agent relationships and methods of interaction: an underlying topology 
of connectedness defines how and with whom agents interact. 
In a multi-agent based simulation model, the researcher explicitly describes the 
decision processes of simulated actors at the micro-level. Structures emerge at the 
macro level as a result of the actions of the agents, and their interactions with other 
agents and the environment.  Three element of multi-agent based simulation will be 
described as follow. 
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a. Agent 
Perhaps the common feature to every definition of an agent is autonomy 
(Wooldridge, 2009). An agent exercises its autonomy through actions in the 
environment in which it is situated. An agent can perform the actions to achieve 
some goals or response to the changes in the environment (Wooldridge and Jennings, 
1995). Furthermore, communication between agents may also take place in order to 
achieve shared goals. Figure 2.17 shows an abstract agent with an internal state, 
interacting with its environment, and with other agents situated within this 
environment.  
sense(e,m)
Environment
(Including other 
agents)
next Sense
Actionstate
next(i,sense(e,m))
i
e
m
action(next(i,sense(e,m)))
Agent
 
Figure 2.17: Abstract Agent with State, and Its Environment (Wooldridge, 2009) 
The internal state is updated via percepts, and used to determine which action 
to perform, via the following functions (Wooldridge , 2009): 
senses: E × M → Per. The agent observes its environmental state e and receives zero 
or more message(s) m from other agents, and generates a percept sense(e,m). E is the 
set of all possible environmental states, M is the set of all possible messages, and Per 
is the set of all possible percepts. 
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next: I × Per → I. The internal state i of the agent is updated via the next function, 
being set to next(i,sense (e,m)). I is the set of all possible internal states, and Per is as 
before. 
action: I → Ac. The action function programmatically represents agent behaviour. It 
selects and returns an action, action(next(i,sense(e,m))), which is a member of Ac , 
the set of all possible actions available to the agent (which may include sending 
messages to other agents).  
The common characteristics of an agent in the agent-based modeling 
community are shown as below (Macal and North, 2010): 
(1) An agent is a self-contained, modular, and uniquely identifiable individual. 
(2) An agent is autonomous and self-directed. It has behaviours that relate 
information sensed by the agent to its decisions and actions. An agent‟s 
information comes through interactions with other agents and with the 
environment. 
(3) An agent has a state that varies over time. An agent‟s behaviours are 
conditioned on its state. 
(4) An agent is social having dynamic interactions with other agents that influence 
its behaviour. 
In emergency response simulation, an individual agent not only presents 
human entities such as the victim and rescuer but it also presents objects entities as 
well: for example, vehicles and buildings have also been modeled as agents. 
b. Environment 
All agents will perform actions in its environment which consider the 
environmental state. Therefore all entities which are relevant to an agent‟s decision 
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making, such as the buildings it observes and the road network it can travel along, 
should be represented in the environment, at an appropriate level of detail [Sato and 
Takahashi, 2011]. The environmental entities may contain attributes which can be 
modified to present its changes. 
Figure 2.18 shows the interactions between an agent and its environment. 
Agent has abilities, goals and prior knowledge. History of interaction with the 
environment contains of observations of the current environment and past 
experiences of previous actions and observations, or other data, from which it can 
learn. 
 
Figure 2.18: Agent Interacting with Environment (David and Alan 2010) 
c. Interaction 
There are three types of rules of behaviour for the agents and for sites of the 
environment (Epstein and Axtell, 1996). 
(1) Agent and Environment interactions: Each agent has a repertoire of actions which 
it can perform in its environment. Actions are selected partly based upon what an 
agent senses in its environment, another form of agent-environment interaction. 
In order to allow the quick determination of the entities that an agent can observe, 
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environmental entities need to be stored in a data structure which provides an 
efficient spatial index. Also, the environment may modify an agent‟s attributes: if 
an agent is in a building which collapses, for example, its health attribute will 
deteriorate. 
(2) Environment and Environment interactions: The state of the entities in the 
environment may evolve due to processes other than agent actions. For example, 
fires may spread and buildings may collapse. These processes are the 
environment-environment interactions.  
(3) Agent and Agent interactions: Agent-agent interactions include: communication 
(leaders may issue instructions, trapped agents may call for help); physical 
contact (administration of first aid, rescue from a building); social contact (being 
in the proximity of someone with a contagious disease may lead to infection). 
2.3.2. GAMA Simulation Platform 
Many multi-agent based simulation platform exist to ease the development of 
an ABS (Railsback et al., 2006; Nikolai and Madey, 2007; 2009; Allan, 2010). 
Allan‟s review discusses 13 simulation platforms for multi-agent systems. Even if 
numerous simulation platforms exist, most of the complex models are still developed 
from scratch. Indeed, very few platforms allow to directly work with geographical 
vector data (series of coordinates defining geometries) and/or to define multi-level 
models. Moreover, these platforms are often complex to use and their understanding 
can require a time investment from the modeler that can be similar to the one needed 
to develop a model from scratch (Patrick et al., 2012).  
The GAMA agent based simulation platform provides a complete modeling and 
simulation development environment for building spatially explicit multi-agent 
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simulations. Its main advantages come from its versatility (domain independent) and 
the simplicity to define a model with it. Indeed, GAMA provides a rich, yet 
accessible, modeling language based on XML, that allows defining complex models 
integrating at the same time entities of different scales and geographical vector data 
(Patrick et al. 2012). 
a. GAMA and Geographical Vector Data 
GAMA simulation platform allows integrating geographical vector data in 
simulation. Geographic Information System (GIS) is used widely in large scale 
multi-agent based simulation. With the use of GIS data, the simulation model will be 
closer to the field situation. In addition, it allows using tools, like spatial analysis, 
coming from Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to manage these data. 
GAMA simulation platform allows reading, writing of geographical data from 
files and/or from database. Then, the GIS becomes a simulation environment or/and 
background layers. The background layer allows agent moving according to this 
layer. For example, some agents will be able to move along a network of road, or 
inside a complex polygon (e.g. inside a forest represented by a polygon). 
A geographical object can be considered as an agent. Thus, a road will be an 
agent, a building or a city, and each object contained in a geographical dataset will 
also be represented by an agent. The geographical object will have ability exactly 
like other agents in the simulation model. It is possible to give them an internal state 
and a behavior.  
Example: From shapefile which presents building layer, the following GAML 
codes allow to create a set of building agents and to set the value of the attribute 
nature of each created building agent according to the attribute NATURE of the 
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shapefile:  
<create species="building" from="shape_file_building.shp" 
with="[nature:: read ‘NATURE’]"/>  
Figure 2.19 gives an example of converting geographical objects to agents in Gama 
simulation platform. 
In the same way, GAMA allows to save a set of agents in a shapefile.  
Example: the following GAML lines allow saving all the agents of the species 
building in the shapefile  shape_file_building.shp and to set the value of the attribute 
NATURE of each geographical object according to the attribute nature of the agents:  
<save species="building" to="shape_file_building.shp" 
 with="[nature:: ‘NATURE’]"/> 
GAMA also integrates several GIS features that are directly used in GAML language. 
These features are shown as below: 
• Compute the area and the perimeter of geometry.  
Example: The following GAML line allows computing the area of the geometry of 
the agent a:  
<let name="the_area"value="a.area"/>  
• Test if two geometries intersect, touch, cross, overlap each other.  
Example: The following GAML lines allow to test if the geometry of the agent that is 
applying the action intersects the geometry geom:  
<do action="interection" return="is_true">  
  <arg name="geometry"value="geom"/>  
</do> 
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Figure 2.19: Converting Geographical Objects to Agents (Patrick et al. 2012) 
• Compute the convex hull and the buffer geometry (Figure 2.20). 
Example: The following GAML line allows computing the convex hull of the 
geometry of the agent that is applying the action:  
<do action="convex_hull" return="result"/> 
• Apply translation, rotation and scaling operations on geometry (Figure 2.21).  
Example: The following GAML lines allow rotating the geometry of the agent that is 
applying the action with an angle of 90°:  
<do action="rotation "> 
  <arg  name="angle" value="90"/>  
</do>  
• Compute the geometry resulting from the union, intersection or difference of two 
geometries (Figure 2.22). 
Example: The following GAML lines allow computing the difference between the 
geometry geom1 and the geometry geom2:  
<do action="difference" return="result"> 
  <arg name="geometry1" value="geom1"/> 
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  <arg name="geometry2" value="geom2"/> 
</do>  
 
Figure 2.20: Convex Hull and Buffer Geometry (Patrick et al. 2012) 
 
Figure 2.21: Scaling, Rotation and Translation Geometry (Patrick et al. 2012) 
 
Figure 2.22: Union, Intersection and Difference Actions (Patrick et al. 2012) 
• Compute the distance between two geometries (minimal distance). 
Example: The following GAML lines allow computing the distance between the 
geometry of the agent that is applying the action and the geometry geom:  
<do action="distance_geometry" return="result"> 
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  <arg name="geometry" value="geom"/> 
</do>  
• Compute the neighborhood of an agent, i.e. all the agents that are localized at a 
distance lower than a given thresholds to the agent. 
Example: The following GAML lines allow computing the neighborhood of the 
agent ag:  
<let name="neighborhood" value="ag.neighbours_geometry"/>  
• Compute a random point inside geometry. 
Example: The following GAML lines allow computing a random point inside the 
geometry geom:  
<do action="place_in" return="result"> 
  <arg name="geometry" value="geom"/> 
</do> 
• Compute the point of a geometry that is the closest to the agent location. 
Example: The following GAML lines allow computing the point of the geometry 
geom that is the closest to the agent that is applying the action.  
<do action="closest_point_in" return="result"> 
   <arg name="geometry" value="geom"/> 
</do> 
• Compute the shortest path (or the distance) inside geometry (line network or 
polygon) between two points located in the geometry. For this computation, our 
approach consists in modeling the geometry as a graph, and in computing from it the 
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shortest path linking the two points. In the context of a line network, the modeling as 
a graph is trivial. In the context of a polygon, this one is based on a Delaunay 
triangulation of the geometry: each triangle resulting from the triangulation is 
modeled as a node and an edge represents the fact that two triangles are adjacent. 
Figure 2.23 shows an example of graph computation. Two algorithms are 
implemented for the shortest path computation: Dijkstra and Floyd Warshall. 
 
Figure 2.23: Graph Computation (Patrick et al. 2012) 
Example: the following GAML lines allow moving the agent that is applying 
the action toward the point the_target, at a speed of 5 km/h, inside the geometry 
geom (which can be a graph or a polygon):  
<do action="goto"> 
  <arg name="target" value="the_target"/> 
  <arg name="speed" value="5 km/h"/>  
   <arg name="geometry" value="geom"/> 
</do>  
b. Agent Modeling in GAMA 
The lifecycle of an agent in GAMA simulation platform is controlled by six 
GAML commands: creation, update, merge, disposal, enable and disable. 
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• The creation command is used to create agents in the simulation.  
Example: the following GAML lines create a building block agent which has for 
components: 
<creation> 
<create with="[components::list_buildings]" species="building" /> 
</creation>  
• The update command is used to update the state of agents. 
Example: the following GAML lines update the components of the building block 
agent that is applying this command by adding the building agents contained in 
added_buildings and removing the ones contained in removed_buildings:  
<update> 
<set name="components" value="components + added_buildings -  
removed_buildings"/>  
</update>  
• The merge command is used to merge agents. 
Example: the following GAML lines allow merging several building block agents 
(the ones contained in the nearby_bblist) with the building block agent applying this 
command.  
<merge> 
<loop over="nearby_bb" var="one_bb">  
  <set name="components" value="components +  one_bb.components"/>  
  <ask target="one_bb">  
     <do action="die">  
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  </ask>  
</loop>  
</merge>  
• The disposal command is used to clear agents out of simulation. 
Example: the following GAML line specifies that a building block agent will be 
removed from the simulation if it contains less than two building agents:  
<disposal when="(length components) < 2"/>  
• The disable command is used to disable certain behavior units appropriately; while 
the enable command allows the modeler to enable the inactive behavior units. 
Example: the following GAML lines enable the behavior “expansion” and disable 
the behavior “destruction” of the building agent one_building_agent: 
<ask target="one_building_agent">  
<enable behavior="'expansion'">  
<enable behavior="'destruction'">  
</ask> 
2.4. Task Allocation with Auction Mechanism 
The decision making processes play important role in multi-agent based 
simulation for emergency response. The appropriate decision will help to reduce the 
damages. There are many actions need to be performs in emergency situation. The 
decision of which actions should be performed is very crucial. Those actions can be 
considered as tasks which are carried out by human agents in emergency response 
simulation. In general, task allocation refers to the way that tasks are chosen, 
assigned, and coordinated.  We consider the multi-agent decision making problem to 
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be a task allocation problem where the tasks arrive dynamically and can change in 
intensity. 
2.4.1. Task Allocation Problem 
Work on task allocation within multi-agents is a subset of the distributed 
problem solving work within the Artificial Intelligence community. Autonomous 
agents will carry out the tasks in simulation. To determine task allocations, 
negotiations take place through bidding systems, where available agents place higher 
“bids” on tasks they are well suited to work on. Agents with higher bids are then 
assigned to these tasks. Tasks can be dynamically created, decomposed into smaller 
tasks, and assigned at run-time, which is needed for these systems due to the 
uncertainty with the environments (Campbell et al., 2007).  
Gerkey et al., [2004] present a formal framework for task allocation. Their 
taxonomy of the multi-robot task allocation problem uses three criteria, with each 
criteria containing two values, thus, creating eight classes of task allocation problems. 
The complexity of each classification is analyzed separately, so that once new 
problems arrive, they can be classified, and their theoretical complexity will be 
already known. Phrases other than task allocation have been used to refer to this 
problem. Miguel et al., [1998] present a task division. Division is used instead of 
allocation because the area in which the robots were foraging was divided into 
sections and each robot was responsible for foraging items within one specific 
section. 
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2.4.2. Auction Mechanism 
An auction is a market institution with an explicit set of rules determining 
resource allocation  and  prices  on  the  basis  of  bids  from  the  market  participants.   
Auctions provide principled ways to allocate them to agents. In particular, auctions 
are effective at allocating resources efficiently; in the sense of allocating resources to 
those that value them the most (Wooldridge, 2009). 
An auction consists of an auctioneer (seller) and potential bidders (buyers).  
Auctions are often  used  in  situations  where  the  auctioneer  wants  to  sell  an  
item  and  get  the  highest possible  payment  for  it  while  the  bidders  want  to  
acquire  the  item  at  the  lowest  possible price. 
Mainly, there are two types of auction: Single Item Auction and Combinatorial 
Actions (Wooldridge, 2009). 
a. Single Item Auction 
Auctions for Single Items are the simplest type of auction, which concerns the 
allocation of just a single item. 
(1) English auctions:   These are the most commonly known type of auction. These 
auctions are first-price, open cry, ascending auctions.  In an English auction the 
auctioneer starts off by suggesting a reservation price for the good, bids are 
then invited from agents, who must bid more than the current highest bid, when 
no agent is willing to  raise  the  bid,  then  the  good  is  allocated  to  the  
agent  that  has  made  the  current highest bid, and the price they pay for the 
good is the amount of this bid. 
(2) Dutch auctions: These auctions are open-cry, descending auctions. In these 
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auctions  the auctioneer starts out offering the good at some artificially high 
value, the auctioneer  then continually lowers the offer price of the good by 
some small value, until some agent makes a bid for the good which is equal to 
the current offer price. The good is then allocated to the agent that made the 
offer. 
(3) First-price sealed-bid auctions: These auctions are examples of one-shot 
auctions. In such an auction, there is a single round, in which bidders submit to 
the auctioneer a bid for the good; there are no subsequent rounds, and the good 
is awarded to the agent that made the highest bid. The winner pays the price of 
the highest bid. There are hence no opportunities for agents to offer larger 
amounts for the good. 
(4) Vickrey auctions:  This auction is the most unusual of all the auction types.  
Vickrey auctions are second-price, sealed-bid auctions. In these auctions there 
is a single bidding round, during which each bidder submits a single bid; 
bidders do not get to see the bids made by other agents. The good is awarded to 
the agent that made the highest bid; however, the price this agent pays is not 
the price of the highest bid, but the price of the second-highest bid. 
b. Combinatorial Auctions 
Bidders can bid on combinations of items. For example, if A, B, and C are 
three different items, a bidder can place separate bids on seven possible combinations, 
namely, {A}, {B}, {C}, {A,B}, {B,C}, {C,A}, and {A,B,C}. In the case of 
Combinatorial Auctions, the value of an item a bidder wins depends on other items 
that he wins. The notions of complementarity and substitutability are very important 
(Narahari et at., 2005). 
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• Complementarity - Suppose an auctioneer is selling different goods.  A bidder 
might be willing to pay more for the whole than the sum of what he is willing to pay 
for the parts. This property is called complementarity. 
• Substitutability - A bidder may be willing to pay for the whole only less than the 
sum of what he is willing to pay for parts. This is called substitutability. This is the 
case if the bidder has a limited budget or the goods are similar or interchangeable. 
Due to the expressiveness that combinatorial auctions offer to the bidders, such 
auctions tend  to  yield  more  economically  efficient  allocations  of  the  items  
because  bidders  do  not get stuck with partial bundles that are of low value to them 
(Sandholm et at., 2005).  The winner determination problem means choosing the 
subset of bids that maximizes the seller‟s revenue, subject to two constraints; that 
each item can be allocated only once, and that the seller wants to sell all the items. 
2.4.3. Researches in Task Allocation with Auction Mechanism 
Nair et al. [2002] used Combinatorial Auction technique in the task allocation 
of the team of fire brigade agents in the RoboCup Rescue simulation League. In this 
auction mechanism, the emergency center take on the role of auctioneers, and the 
ambulances, fire brigades and police forces take on the roles of bidders. The items 
being bid for are the tasks. At the beginning of each cycle, each free agent makes 
several bids - each bid consists of a different combination of tasks and an estimate of 
the cost of performing sequentially the tasks. The auctioneer receives all the bids and 
determines the winning bids.  The algorithm used for winner determination is based 
on Sandholm et al. [2000].  It is a depth-ﬁrst branch-and-bound tree search that 
branches on bidders. Nair et al. states some shortcomings of using combinatorial 
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auctions for task allocation:  (1) Exponential number of possible bids.  (2) Difficult 
to make cost estimate. (3) Domain-imposed communication constraints.  
Chan et al., [2005] present a task allocation problems involve the assignments 
of a set of tasks to a number of agents such that the processing costs are minimized. 
The agents are assumed to have limited capability: no agent can perform all of the 
sub-tasks alone, and the cost of doing each sub-task differs from agent to agent. Both 
the task manager and the agents are assumed to be self-interested Here, the goal of 
the manager is to find an allocation such that each sub-task is handled by a capable 
agent, while keeping the total amount paid to the assigned agents as low as possible. 
Beatriz et al., [2003] present an approach for distributing rescue agents in a 
more rational way, by using combinatorial auction techniques to perform task 
allocation. Task allocation is difficult because of the different sources of 
environmental dynamics. First of all, agents are submitted to continuous danger, so 
rescue agents can also be injured or even killed. Second, the effects of the disaster 
are continuous: fires spread if they are not extinguished; burning or weakened 
buildings may collapse and block roads, etc. And third, the rescue task itself is not 
known beforehand: civilians in need of rescue are discovered through exploration by 
the rescue agents. Most approaches follow a task allocation method based on criteria 
of distance: each agent performs the task located nearest to them. This leads to 
increasing entropy in the organization of rescue activities, with various rescue agents 
getting involved in the same task. This situation is obviously undesirable. In addition 
to locality, other criteria should be taken into account for task allocation, such as, for 
example, the presence of other agents acting in the vicinity. There are several 
techniques for dealing with multiple criteria decision making (Valls, 2002), but 
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bearing in mind the dynamism of the problem at hand; we think that combinatorial 
auctions are a good choice for tackling the problem (Rodriguez-Aguilar et al., 1998; 
Sandholm, 2002).  
Hunsberger et al., [2000] present mechanism that agents may use to solve the 
initial-commitment decision problem. The mechanism is based on a combinatorial 
auction in which agents bid on sets of roles in the group activity, each role 
comprising constituent subtasks that must be done by the same agent. Each bid may 
specify constraints on the execution times of the subtasks it covers. This mechanism 
permits agents to keep most details of their individual schedules of prior 
commitments private.  
Jones et al., [2006] proposes a market-based task allocation system for disaster 
response domains. A team of robots cooperate to extinguish a series of fires that arise 
due to a disaster. Each fire is associated with a time-decreasing reward for successful 
mitigation, with the value of the initial reward corresponding to task importance, and 
the speed of decay of the reward determining the urgency of the task. Deadlines are 
also associated with each fire, and penalties are assessed if fires are not extinguished 
by their deadlines. The team of robots aims to maximize summed reward over all 
emergency tasks, resulting in the lowest overall damage from the series of fires. The 
baseline market-based approach to task allocation for disaster response is 
implemented. In the baseline approach the allocation respects task importance and 
urgency, but agents do a poor job of anticipating future emergencies and are assessed 
a high number of penalties. A learning-enhanced market-based approach is proposed.   
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Chapter 3 
Decision Making Method of FGA-TOPSIS 
 
This chapter presents a new multi-criteria decision making method (Fuzzy 
Genetic Algorithm-Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution: 
FGA-TOPSIS) to deal with criteria and alternatives in a fuzzy environment. Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) is used to address the weights of criteria and then the best solution is 
determined by using the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution (TOPSIS) method. A numerical experiment is also conducted to 
demonstrate the procedure of the proposed FGA-TOPSIS method in the decision 
making processes.  
3.1.  Linguistic Variable and Fuzzy Number 
3.1.1. Linguistic Variable 
A linguistic variable is a “variable whose values are not numbers but words or 
sentences in a natural or artificial language” (Zadeh, 1975). Using linguistic values 
(words or sentences) expresses less specific than numerical ones, but it is closely 
related to the way that humans express and use their knowledge. Linguistic variables 
are used every day to express what human being measures about something. For 
example, one may observe „It is cold outside”; it provides information that most 
listeners will understand; while computer cannot understand because the uncertainty 
and vagueness in linguistic observation. In order to deal with the uncertainty and 
vagueness in the linguistic evaluation, many researchers have applied Fuzzy Set 
Theory to convert linguistic variable to Fuzzy number (Chen et al., 1992, Fodor et al., 
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1994, Kacprzyk et al., 1990, Lu et al., 2007, Liu et al., 2010).  
Liu et al., (2010) proposed "Triangular Fuzzy Expression of Linguistic 
Variable" as follows: 
Suppose S is a set of ordered natural linguistic label which is consisted of odd 
elements k. Let 𝑆 = {𝑠0, 𝑠1,… , 𝑠𝑘−1}  and the Triangular Fuzzy Expression of 
Linguistic Variable is 𝑠𝑖 = {𝑠𝑖
𝑙 ,  𝑠𝑖
𝑚 , 𝑠𝑖
𝑢} . Figure 3.1 presents a triangular membership 
function. 
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Figure 3.1: Triangular Fuzzy Number 𝐬𝐢 = {𝐬𝐢
𝐥,  𝐬𝐢
𝐦, 𝐬𝐢
𝐮} 
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  (3.1) 
By applying equation (3.1), linguistic variable is converted to triangular fuzzy 
number for corresponding fuzzy label. Table 3.1 shows converting seven-linguistic 
expression to triangular fuzzy numbers while Figure 3.2 shows seven-linguistic 
variables with triangular fuzzy membership function. Meanwhile Table 3.2 shows the 
conversion of nine-linguistic expressions to triangular fuzzy numbers and Figure 3.3 
shows nine-linguistic variables with triangular fuzzy membership function (Liu et al., 
2010).  
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Table 3.1: Converting Seven-linguistic Expressions to Triangular Fuzzy Numbers 
0 0.167 0.333 0.5 0.667
1
very
poor poor fair good very good
0.833 1
moderately 
poor
moderately
good
 
Figure 3.2: Seven-linguistic Variables with Triangular Fuzzy Membership Function 
Fuzzy Label Fuzzy Linguistic Expression Triangular Fuzzy Number 
S0 Absolute poor (0, 0, 0.125) 
S1 Very poor (0, 0.125, 0.25) 
S2 Poor (0.125, 0.25, 0.375) 
S3 Moderately poor (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) 
S4 Fair (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) 
S5 Moderately good (0.5, 0.625, 0.75) 
S6 Good (0.625, 0.75, 0.875) 
S7 Very good (0.75, 0.875, 1) 
S8 Absolute good (0.875, 1, 1) 
Table 3.2: Converting Nine-linguistic Expressions to Triangular Fuzzy Numbers 
Fuzzy label Fuzzy Linguistic Expression Triangular Fuzzy Number 
S0 Very poor (0, 0, 0.167) 
S1 Poor (0, 0.167, 0.333) 
S2 Moderately poor (0.167, 0.333, 0.5) 
S3 Fair (0.333, 0.5, 0.667) 
S4 Moderately good (0.5, 0.667, 0.833) 
S5 Good (0.667, 0.833, 1) 
S6 Very good (0.833, 1, 1) 
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Figure 3.3: Nine-linguistic Variables with Triangular Fuzzy Membership Function 
3.1.2. Operation of Triangular Fuzzy Number 
Let ),,( uml aaaa   and ),,( uml bbbb   be two Triangular Fuzzy Numbers and 
∝ is a positive real number, two important operations are used in this research as 
follows:  
 1. ),,(),,(),,( uummllumluml babababbbaaa   
 2. ),,(),,( umluml aaaaaa    
3.1.3. Normalization of Triangular Fuzzy Number 
Let matrix nkij ][aA  , which  uijmijlijij ,a,aa a   is the Triangular Fuzzy 
Number that is being normalized, and results in matrix nkij ][bB  , which 
 uijmijlijij ,b,bb  b   as follows: 
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(3.2) 
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3.2. FUZZY TOPSIS 
The TOPSIS approach is a MCDM method, developed by Hwang and Yoon, 
(1981); Lai et al, (1994) and many other researchers have been working in this field. 
Using the TOPSIS method, the best alternative must have the shortest distance to the 
positive ideal solution (PIS) and the longest distance to the negative ideal solution 
(NIS) (Hwang et al. 1981). 
 Suppose that a decision making problem have k evaluation alternatives 𝐴 =
(𝑎1,𝑎2,… ,𝑎𝑘) , n evaluation criteria 𝐶 = (𝑐1, 𝑐2,… , 𝑐𝑛) , priority vector of 
criteria 𝑊 = (𝑤1,𝑤2,… ,𝑤𝑛) and the evaluation matrix 𝑋 = [𝑥𝑖𝑗 ]𝑘𝑛  as follows: 
𝑋 =  
𝑐1   𝑐2   𝑐𝑗     𝑐𝑛
𝑎1
𝑎2
𝑎𝑖
𝑎𝑘
 
𝑥11 𝑥12 𝑥1𝑗 𝑥1𝑛
𝑥21 𝑥22 𝑥2𝑗 𝑥2𝑛
𝑥𝑖1 𝑥𝑖2 𝑥𝑖𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑛
𝑥𝑘1 𝑥𝑘2 𝑥𝑘𝑗 𝑥𝑘𝑛
 
 
𝑥𝑖𝑗  expresses evaluation value of alternative 𝑎𝑖  respective to criterion 𝑎𝑖 . 𝑥𝑖𝑗  is 
presented in Linguistic Variable and Triangular Fuzzy Number 
𝑥𝑖𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑙 , 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑚 , 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑢). 
3.2.1. Fuzzy Ideal Solution 
The Fuzzy Positive Ideal Solution (FPIS) which has the best evaluation value 
respective to each criterion is determined as follows (Liu et al. 2010): 
𝐴+ =  𝑥1
+, 𝑥2
+,… , 𝑥𝑛
+  𝑤𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥𝑗
+ = max
i=1,…,k
(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )
=   max
i=1,…,k
( xij
l ) , max
i=1,…,k
(xij
m ), max
i=1,…,k
(xij
u)   j = 1,… , n 
(3.3) 
The Fuzzy Negative Ideal Solution (FNIS) which has the worst evaluation value 
respective to each criterion is determined as follows: 
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𝐴− =  𝑥1
−, 𝑥2
−,… , 𝑥𝑛
−  𝑤𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥𝑗
− = min
i=1,…,k
(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )
=   min
i=1,…,k
( xij
l ) , min
i=1,…,k
(xij
m ), min
i=1,…,k
(xij
u)   j = 1,… , n 
(3.4) 
3.2.2. Distance to Fuzzy Ideal Solution 
Let ),,( uml aaaa  and ),,( uml bbbb   be two Triangular Fuzzy Numbers. 
The distance between a and b can be calculated by using the vertex method (Chen. 
2000). 
      222
3
1
  b)d(a, uummll bababa   (3.5) 
Then, the distance from each alternative to FPIS and FNIS can be respectively 
derived from: 
),(  
n
j
jiji xxdd  i = 1, 2,..., k 
(3.6) 
),(  
n
j
jiji xxdd  i = 1, 2,..., k 
3.2.3. Closeness Coefficient 
Closeness coefficient iR of each alternative is used to determine the ranking of 
all alternatives. The higher value of closeness coefficient indicates that 
corresponding alternative is closer to FPIS and farther from FNIS simultaneously 
(Hwang et al. 1981). 
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ii
i
i
dd
d
R            i = 1, 2, ..., k (3.7) 
3.2.4. Fuzzy TOPSIS Method 
Chen, Chu, Saghafian et al. and other researchers have expanded the traditional 
TOPSIS method into the Fuzzy TOPSIS method in order to handle fuzziness in 
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decision making problem. Our research proposes a modified Fuzzy TOPSIS method 
to deal with triangular fuzzy number (TFN) with modification of linguistic variable, 
TFN normalization and distance to ideal solution. Basic steps of this Fuzzy TOPSIS 
method can be described follows: 
1. Obtain fuzzy evaluation matrix 𝑋 = [𝑥𝑖𝑗 ]𝑘×𝑛  for k alternatives over n criteria. 
Preference data is expressed first in linguistic variable, and then converted to 
TFN. 
2. Normalize fuzzy evaluation matrix X by equation (3.2). 
3. Multiply the priority vector of the criteria with the normalized evaluation fuzzy 
matrix resulting in matrix 𝑌 = [𝑦𝑖𝑗 ]𝑘×𝑛  with 𝑦𝑖𝑗 =  𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑤𝑗 . 
4. Identify the fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) 𝐴+ and fuzzy negative ideal 
solution (FNIS) 𝐴− of matrix Y referring to equations (3.3) and (3.4).  
5. Calculate fuzzy distance 𝑑𝑖
+ and 𝑑𝑖
− over each alternative to FPIS and FNIS 
respectively referring to equations (3.5) and (3.6). 
6. Determine the closeness coefficient 𝑅𝑖  referring to equation (3.7) for each 
alternative. 
7. Rank order of alternatives by maximizing closeness coefficient 𝑅𝑖 . 
3.3. FGA-TOPSIS Method 
With k evaluation alternatives𝐴 =  𝑎1,𝑎2,… ,𝑎𝑘 ,  n evaluation criteria  𝐶 =
(𝑐1, 𝑐2,… , 𝑐𝑛), the decision making problem is outlined in hierarchical structure as 
shown in Figure 3.4. 𝑊 = (𝑤1,𝑤2,… ,𝑤𝑛)  is a priority vector of n criteria with 
respect to the goal. 𝑤𝑖𝑗  is important weight of  alternative 𝑎𝑖  respective to criterion 𝑐𝑗 . 
The main steps in FGA-TOPSIS decision making method are illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical Structure of Decision Making Problem 
Using Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm to determine 
important weight of criteria
Defining goal, criteria and alternatives
Using Fuzzy TOPSIS method to rank order of 
alternatives
 
Figure 3.5: FGA-TOPSIS Method 
3.3.1. Determination Important Weight of Criteria 
 This step's objective is to determine the important weights of each criterion. 
With n criteria, there will be n(n-1)/2 pair-wise comparison judgments in linguistic 
form. Let 𝑊 = (𝑤1,𝑤2,… ,𝑤𝑛)  be priority vector of criteria (0 < 𝑤𝑖 < 1) . and 
𝐸𝑊𝑖𝑗 = (𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑙 , 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑚 , 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑢 ) presents the importance of criteria 𝑐𝑖  respective to criteria 𝑐𝑗  in 
pair-wise comparison by decision maker (i < j). Finding the value of weight 𝑤𝑖  is 
similar to the value of ratio 𝑤𝑖/𝑤𝑗 , which maximizes their membership function in 
the corresponding Fuzzy set ijEW  (Moneim, 2008). 
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Triangular Fuzzy membership function 𝜇𝑖𝑗  is defined in equation (3.8). 
𝜇𝑖𝑗  
𝑤𝑖
𝑤𝑗
 =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑤𝑖
𝑤𝑗
− 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑙
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𝑙    𝑥𝑖𝑗
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≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑢
0           𝑜𝑡𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
  (3.8) 
Fitness function: 
𝐺 𝑤1,𝑤2,… ,𝑤𝑛 = min(
𝑖<𝑗
𝜇12,𝜇13 ,… , 𝜇𝑖𝑗 ,… , 𝜇 𝑛−1 𝑛) (3.9) 
With 𝜇𝑖𝑗  is defined in equation (3.8) 
The problem of deriving a priority vector of n criteria can be given in the following 
optimization problem: 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝐺 𝑤1 ,𝑤2 ,… ,𝑤𝑛                                                   
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑤𝑖 = 1
𝑛
𝑖=1
                                                                  
𝑊𝑕𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐺 𝑤1 ,𝑤2 ,… ,𝑤𝑛  𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (3.9)
  (3.10) 
The search technique of Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used to solve the 
optimization problem formulated in equation (3.10).  GA based on the genetic 
evolution of a species, was proposed by Holland (1975) and later refined by 
Goldberg (1989) and others. GA starts with encoding a set of decision variables as 
chromosomes. The quality of a solution is defined by the fitness function (Holland, 
1975). In this optimization problem, the priority vector of criteria is coded as 
chromosome. Each gene of the chromosome is coded by a real number between 0 
and 1, representing the important weight of criterion. An initial population of 
chromosomes is randomly generated. By using genetic operators of crossover, 
mutation and selection, some new chromosomes with higher fitness appear and low 
fitness chromosomes are eliminated. The solution in chromosome form is shown in 
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Figure 3.6. 
w1 wi wn
 
Figure 3.6: Priority Vector in Chromosome Form 
The FGA procedure is described in the following steps as shown in Figure 3.7: 
1. Build a chromosome, by generating and normalizing n random numbers of genes 
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
2. Evaluate fitness function of chromosome referring to equations (3.8) and (3.9). 
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until an initial population of chromosomes is formed. 
4. Decide probabilities of crossover  pcross  and mutation pmut  to start reproduction. 
5. Select two highest fitness chromosomes from population as parent. 
6. Generate x, a continuous random number between 0 and 1. If x <= pover  then 
crossover is performed and two worst chromosomes are replaced by two 
offspring; otherwise go to step 8 to perform copying. 
7. Generate y, a continuous random number between 0 and 1. If y <= pmut  then 
mutation is performed by adding value y to first gene of two offspring, normalize 
them and go to step 9. 
8. Copying is performed by replacing two of the worst chromosomes by the two 
selected chromosomes in step 5. 
9. Go to step 5 and repeat until convergence is obtained. 
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Input: 
- Number of criteria: N
- N(N-1)/2 Linguistic preferences filled by decision maker
- Size of population: M
- Crossover probability: pcross
- Mutation probability: pmut
- Number of reproduction Iterations: L
Convert linguistic preferences to triangular fuzzy number defined in table 3.2
Build N chromosomes by value encoding method. One chromosome represents as one priority vector.
Perform reproduction to generate new chromosomes
Get the best chromosome with highest value of fitness function
End
Start
 
Figure 3.7: Main Block Diagram of the FGA Method 
The solution is a chromosome which has the highest fitness value in the last 
generation. The reproduction process is illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
3.3.2. Ranking Alternatives 
 After the priority vector of criteria is determined by the FGA method, the 
Fuzzy TOPSIS method is used to rank the alternatives. Linguistic variables are 
applied to obtain the important preference of each alternative respective to each 
criterion. As a result, the evaluation matrix is formed. This step was illustrated by 
applying the procedure presented in section 3.2. 
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Start
- Select two chromosomes which have highest fitness value
- Generate a uniform random number x
x<pcross
- Perform linear crossover
- Evaluate fitness value of two new offspring
Generate a uniform random number y
y<pmut
Mutation: add a value y to first gene of two offspring and 
normalize them.
Copying: the two worst chromosomes are replaced by the 
two selected chromosomes
loop = loop + 1
loop > L
End
T
F
T
F
T
F
 
Figure 3.8: Reproduction Process 
3.4. Experiment with Numerical Example 
 Suppose that someone wants to find a location to open a restaurant and there 
are three potential restaurant's locations. In order to select an appropriate location, 
there are four criteria to consider: population base, parking area, accessibility and 
visibility (Mealey, 2010). The hierarchical structure of decision making problem is 
formed as shown in Figure 3.9.  
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Restaurant‟s Location Selection
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C1
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C2
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C3
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C4
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A2
Location 3
A3
 
Figure 3.9: Hierarchical Structure of Restaurant's Location Decision Making 
 Applying FGA-TOPSIS method in section 3.3, the priority vector of criteria 
w = (w1, w2, w3 , w4) can be calculated. Each chromosome will have four genes 
representing the important weight of criteria respective to the goal. Decision maker 
uses nine-linguistic expression to express six pair-wise comparisons among criteria 
as is shown in Table 3.3. 
Criterion Linguistic Expression Fuzzy Number Criterion 
C1 Fair (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) C2 
C1 Poor (0.125, 0.25, 0.375) C3 
C1 Moderately poor (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) C4 
C2 Poor (0.125, 0.25, 0.375) C3 
C2 Very poor (0, 0.125, 0.25) C4 
C3 Moderately poor (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) C4 
Table 3.3: Pair-wise Comparison among Criteria 
 Referring to procedure in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, a programming with c# had 
been created with the following inputs: number of criteria (N = 4); size of population 
(M = 30); crossover probability (pcross  = 90%); mutation probability (pmut  = 10%); 
and number of reproduction (L = 1000). The solution obtained is w = (0.2209, 0.1767, 
0.2811, 0.3213). 
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 Applying Fuzzy TOPSIS method in section 3.2, ranking of alternatives will 
be determined. Decision maker uses nine-linguistic expressions to express the 
preference of alternatives respective to each criterion as shown in Table 3.4. 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 
A1 Good Moderately poor Fair Good 
A2 Poor Very good Good Fair 
A3 Very good Moderately good Poor Moderately poor 
Table 3.4: Linguistic Preferences of Alternatives Respective to Each Criterion 
Referring to Table 3.2, linguistic preferences are converted to fuzzy number as 
shown in Table 3.5. 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 
A1 (0.625, 0.75, 0.875) (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) (0.625,0.75, 0.875) 
A2 (0.125, 0.25, 0.375 (0.75, 0.875, 1) (0.625,0.75, 0.875) (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) 
A3 (0.75, 0.875, 1) (0.5, 0.625, 0.75) (0.125,0.25, 0.375) (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) 
Table 3.5: Fuzzy Number Preference of Alternatives Respective to Each Criterion 
Applying equation (3.2), the normalized fuzzy decision matrix is formed as shown in 
Table 3.6.  
 
C1 
0.2209 
C2 
0.1767 
C3 
0.2811 
C4 
0.3213 
A1 (0.453,0.636,0.88) (0.19,0.329, 1) (0.329,0.53, 0.845) (0.527,0.76, 1.136) 
A2 (0.091,0.212, 0.381) (0.56,0.768, 2) (0.549, 0.8, 1.183) (0.316,0.51, 0.811) 
A3 (0.543,0.742, 1.016) (0.37, 0.549, 1.5) (0.11, 0.27, 0.507) (0.211,0.38, 0.649) 
Table 3.6: Normalized Fuzzy Number Preferences 
Multiply priority vector of criteria with normalized fuzzy matrix which is shown in 
Table 3.7. 
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 C1 C2 C3 C4 
A1 (0.1,0.14,0.196) (0.033,0.058,0.177) (0.093, 0.15, 0.238) (0.169,0.247,0.365) 
A2 (0.02,0.047, 0.084) (0.098,0.136,0.353) (0.154,0.225,0.333) (0.102,0.165,0.261) 
A3 (0.12,0.164, 0.224) (0.066,0.097,0.265) (0.031,0.075,0.143) (0.068,0.123,0.208) 
Table 3.7: Weighted Normalized Fuzzy Number Preferences 
Referring to equations (3.3) and (3.4), Fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) and 
Fuzzy negative ideal solution (FPIS) are calculated, respectively as follows: 
FPIS A  = [(0.12, 0.164, 0.224), (0.098, 0.136, 0.353), (0.154, 0.225, 0.333), (0.169, 
0.247, 0.365)] 
FNIS A = [(0.02, 0.047, 0.084), (0.033, 0.058, 0.177), (0.031, 0.075, 0.143), (0.068, 
0.123, 0.208)] 
Referring to equations (3.5) and (3.6), the distances from each alternative to FPIS 
and FNIS, respectively, are calculated as follows: 
 
 
 
Lastly, referring to equation (3.7), the closeness coefficients are calculated as 
follows: 
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According to the closeness coefficient of the three alternatives, the order of the three 
alternatives is A2 > A1 > A3. Location 2 would be selected for opening the restaurant. 
 A1 A2 A3 
d  0.220 0.206 0.345 
d  0.304 0.318 0.179 
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3.5. Conclusion 
 While other researchers used Fuzzy Genetic Algorithm and Fuzzy TOPSIS 
respectively to determine the weights of criteria and/or alternatives (Lai et al., 1994; 
Moneim, 2008; Chen, 2000; Chu, 2002; Saghafian et al., 2005); we propose a new 
MCDM method (FGA-TOPSIS) by integrating FGA and Fuzzy TOPSIS to handle 
the decision making problems in a fuzzy environment where the information is 
uncertain and vague. The uncertain and vague preferences are first presented in 
linguistic variables and then converted to triangular fuzzy numbers. The problem 
with calculating priority vector of criteria is presented as an optimization problem 
and it is solved by using FGA to find the priority vector, which maximizes triangular 
membership function. After determining the priority vector of criteria, Fuzzy 
TOPSIS method is used to rank the order of alternatives. FGA-TOPSIS method 
utilizes the advantages of Fuzzy Set Theory, Genetic Algorithm and TOPSIS, 
therefore, the decision making becomes realistic and effective. A numerical example 
of selecting restaurant's location is also presented to clarify the procedure of the 
proposed method. 
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Chapter 4 
Task Allocation Model for Multi-agent based Rescue Simulation 
 
This chapter presents a task allocation model for search and rescue persons 
with disabilities in case of emergency situations. The multi-agent based simulation 
model is used to simulate the rescue process. Volunteers and disabled persons are 
modeled as agents, which each have their own attributes and behaviors. The task of 
volunteers is to help disabled persons in emergency situations. This task allocation 
problem is solved by using combinatorial auction mechanism to decide which 
volunteers should help which disabled persons. The disaster space, road network, and 
rescue process are also described in detail. The GAMA Rescue simulation platform is 
used to present proposed model with different scenarios.   
4.1. Introduction 
Persons with disabilities suffer a much higher risk in the case of disasters than 
persons without disabilities. The data of recent disasters i.e. Tsunami, Katrina and 
earthquake shows that the mortality of disabled people during the disaster were very 
high (Ashok Hans, 2009). Japan times reported “The death rate among disabled 
people living in coastal areas of Miyagi Prefecture when the March 2011 earthquake 
and tsunami struck was 2.5 times higher than the overall average”. The reason for 
this is because many handicapped people may face physical barriers or difficulties of 
communication that they are not able to respond effectively to crisis situations. They 
were not able to evacuate by themselves. Obviously, disabled people need assistances 
to evacuate.  
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While in the past, persons with disabilities were not taken in consideration 
during the planning and mitigation of disaster management, in more recent years, this 
group of population has been realized as a prior target to help in emergency 
situations. It is important to learn the needs of persons with disabilities and the 
various forms of disabilities in order to help them effectively and minimize the 
mortality. The rescue process for persons with disabilities is a dynamic process under 
uncertainty and emergency, therefore it is not easy to predict what will happen in the 
rescue process. In that case, the computer simulation can be used to simulate the 
rescue process with various scenarios in the disaster area. 
Most computer based simulation evacuation models are based on flow model, 
cellular automata model, and multi-agent based model. Flow based model lacks 
interaction between evacuees and human behavior in crisis. Cellular automata model 
is arranged on a rigid grid, and interact with one another by certain rules (Ren et al., 
2009). A multi-agent based model is composed of individual units, situated in an 
explicit space, and provided with their own attributes and rules (Zaharia et al., 2011). 
This model is particularly suitable for modeling human behaviors, as human 
characteristics can be presented as agent behaviors. Therefore, the multi-agent based 
model is widely used for evacuation simulation (Ren et al., 2009; Zaharia et al., 
2011; Quang et al., 2008; Bo et al., 2009) 
Recently, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is also integrated with multi-
agent based model for emergency simulation. GIS can be used to solve complex 
planning and decision making problems (Cole et al, 2005; Batty, 2005; Patrick et al., 
2010). In this study, GIS is used to present road network with attributes to indicate 
the road conditions. 
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There is considerable research in emergency simulation by using GIS multi-
agent based models. Kisko et al., (1998) employs a flow based model to simulate the 
physical environment as a network of nodes. The physical structures, such as rooms, 
stairs, lobbies, and hallways are represented as nodes which are connected to 
comprise a evacuation space. This approach allows viewing the movement of 
evacuees as a continuous flow, not as an aggregate of persons varying in physical 
abilities, individual dispositions and direction of movement. Gregor et al., (2008) 
presents a large scale microscopic evacuation simulation. Each evacuee is modeled as 
an individual agent that optimizes its personal evacuation route. The objective is a 
Nash equilibrium, where every agent attempts to ﬁnd a route that is optimal for the 
agent. Fahy (1996; 1999) proposes an agent based model for evacuation simulation. 
This model allows taking in account the social interaction and emergent group 
response. The travel time is a function of density and speed within a constructed 
network of nodes and arcs. Gobelbecker et al., (2009) presents a method to acquire 
GIS data to design a large scale disaster simulation environment. The GIS data is 
retrieved from a public source through the website OpenStreetMap.org. The data is 
then converted to the Robocup Rescue Simulation system format, enabling a 
simulation on a real world scenario.  Sato et al., (2011) also proposed a method to 
create realistic maps using the open GIS data. The experiment shows the differences 
between two types of maps: the map generated from the program and the map created 
from the real data. Ren et al., (2009) presents an agent-based modeling and simulation 
using Repast software to construct crowd evacuation for emergency response for an 
area under a fire. Characteristics of the people are modeled and tested by iterative 
simulation. The simulation results demonstrate the effect of various parameters of 
agents. Cole (2005) studied on GIS agent-based technology for emergency simulation. 
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This research discusses about the simulation of crowding, panic and disaster 
management. Quang et al., (2009) proposes the approach of multi-agent based 
simulation based on participatory design and interactive learning with experts‟ 
preferences for rescue simulation. Hunsberger et al., (2000), Beatriz et al., (2003) and 
Chan et al., (2005) apply the auction mechanism to solve the task allocation problem 
in rescue decision making. Christensen et al., (2008) presents the BUMMPEE model, 
an agent-based simulation capable of simulating a heterogeneous population 
according to variation in individual criteria. This method also allows simulating the 
behavious of people with disabilities in emergency situation. 
We develop a task allocation model for search and rescue persons with 
disabilities and simulate the rescue process to capture the phenomena and 
complexities during evacuations. The task allocation problem is presented by decision 
of volunteers to choose which victims should be helped in order to give first-aid and 
transportation with the least delay to the shelter. The decision making is based on 
several criteria such as health condition of the victims, location of the victims and 
location of volunteers. After the decisions were made, the shortest path is used to 
reach to the disabled people.  
4.2. Rescue Simulation Model 
Important components of an evacuation plan are the ability to receive critical 
information about an emergency, how to respond to an emergency, and where to go to 
receive assistance. In a practical evacuation process, we assume that after the warning 
is issued; all disabled persons would send information to the emergency center via the 
use of a special device. This device measures the condition of the disabled persons 
such as their heart rate and body temperature; the device can also be used to trace the 
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location of the disabled persons by GPS. The emergency center will then collect that 
information and broadcast the information through the internet to volunteers‟ device. 
After checking the condition of victims, volunteers will make their own decision on 
whether to help victims and inform the emergency center.  
The centralized rescue model is presented which has three types of agent: 
volunteers, disabled people and route network. The route network is also considered 
as an agent because the condition of traffic in certain route can be changed when 
disaster occurs. The general rescue model is shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Centralized Rescue Model 
Before starting simulation, every agent has to be connected to the emergency 
center in order to send and receive information. The types of data exchanged between 
agents and emergency center are listed as below. 
Message from agent 
A1: To request for connection to the emergency center  
A2: To acknowledge the connection 
A3: Inform the movement to another position 
A4: Inform the rescue action for victim 
A5: Inform the load action for victim 
A6: Inform the unload action for victim 
A7: Inform the inactive status 
Message from emergency center  
K1: To confirm the success of the connection 
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K2: To confirm the failure of the connection 
K3: To send decisive information 
Before starting simulation, every agent will send the command A1 to request 
for connection to the emergency center. The emergency center will return the 
response with command K1 or K2 corresponding to the success or failure of 
connection respectively. If the connection is established, the agent will send the 
command A2 to acknowledge the connection. The initial process of simulation is 
shown in Figure 4.2. 
Agent Center
connectionTrue
False
Exit
Acknowledgment
Request for connection
 
Figure 4.2: Initial Process 
After the initial process, all the connected agents will receive the decisive 
information such as location of agents and health level via command K3; after that 
the rescue agents will make a decision of action and submit to the center using one of 
the commands from A3 to A7. At every cycle in the simulation, each rescue agent 
receives a command K3 as its own decisive information from the center, and then 
submits back an action command. The status of disaster space is sent to the viewer 
for visualization of simulation. The repeated steps of simulation are shown in figure 
4.3. 
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Action command and updated 
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Figure 4.3: Simulation Cycle 
4.2.1. Disaster Area Model 
The disaster area is modeled as a collection of objects of Nodes, Buildings, 
Roads, and Humans. Each object has properties such as its positions, shape and is 
identified by a unique ID. From table 4.1 to table 4.7 present the properties of Nodes, 
Buildings, Roads and Humans object respectively. These properties are derived from 
RoboCup rescue platform with some modifications. 
Property Unit Description 
x,y  The x-y coordinate 
Edges ID The connected roads and buildings 
Table 4.1: Properties of Node Object 
Property Description 
x, y The x-y coordinate of the representative point 
Entrances Node connecting buildings and roads 
Floors Number of floors 
BuildingAreaGround The area of the ground floor 
BuildingAreaTotal The total area summing up all floors 
Table 4.2: Properties of Building Object 
Property Unit Description 
StartPoint and 
EndPoint 
[ID] Point to enter the road. It must be the node or a building 
Length and Width [m] Length and width of the road 
Lane [Line] Number of  traffic lanes 
BlockedLane [Line] Number of  blocked traffic lanes 
ClearCost [Cycle] The cost required for clearing the block 
Table 4.3: Properties of Road Object 
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Property Unit Description 
Position ID An object that the victim is on 
PositionInRoad [mm] 
A length from the StartPoint of road when the victim is 
on a road, otherwise it is zero 
HealthLevel 
[health 
point] 
Health level of victim 
The victim dies when this becomes zero 
DamagePoint 
[health 
point] 
Health level dwindles by DamagePoint in every cycle. 
DamagePoint becomes zero immediately after the victim 
arrives at a shelter. 
DisabilityType Type[1..7] Type of disability which is listed in table 4.7 
DisabilityLevel [low/high] 
Victim who has high Disability level, will have higher 
DamagePoint 
Table 4.4: Properties of Victim Agent 
Property Unit Description 
Position ID An object that the volunteer is on 
PositionInRoad [mm] 
A length from the StartPoint of road when the humanoid is 
on a road, otherwise it is zero 
CurrentAction Type[1..3] One of action listed in table 4.6 
Energy Level[1..5] Amount of gasoline in vehicle 
PanicLevel Level[0..9] Shows the hesitance level of decision 
Table 4.5: Properties of Volunteer Agent 
ActionID Action Description 
1 Stationary Volunteer stays still 
2 MoveToVictim Volunteer go to location of victims 
3 MoveToShelter Volunteer carry victim to shelter 
Table 4.6: Action of Volunteer Agent 
Type Description 
1 Cognitive Impairment 
2 Dexterity Impairment (Arms/Hands/Fingers) 
3 Mobility Impairment 
4 Elderly 
5 Hearing Impairment 
6 Speech and Language Impairment 
7 Visual Impairment 
Table 4.7: Type of Disability 
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The topographical relations of objects are illustrated from Figure 4.4 to Figure 
4.7. The representative point is assigned to every object, and the distance between 
two objects is calculated from their representative points.  
Building
Node
Road
Edges
 
Road object
StartPoint EndPoint
Length
WidthNode Node
 
Figure 4.4: Node Object Figure 4.5: Road Object 
Building object
Entrances
 
StartPoint EndPoint
PositionInRoad
Position Human
 
Figure 4.6: Building Object Figure 4.7: Human Object 
4.2.2. Task Allocation Model 
The decision making of volunteers to help disabled persons can be treated as a 
task allocation problem (Nair et al., 2002; Boffo et al., 2007; Hunsberger et al., 2000; 
Beatriz et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2005). The central agents carry out the task allocation 
for the rescue scenario. The task of volunteers is to help disabled persons. We utilize 
the combinatorial auction mechanism to solve this task allocation problem. At this 
model, the volunteers are the bidders; the disabled persons are the items; and the 
emergency center is the auctioneer. The distance and health level of each disabled 
persons are used as the costs for the bids. When the rescue process starts, the 
emergency center creates a list of victims, sets the initial distance for victims, and 
broadcasts the information to all the volunteer agents. Only the volunteer agents 
whose distance to victims is less than the initial distance will help these victims. Each 
volunteer agent will only help the victims within the initial distance instead of helping 
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all the victims. The initial distance will help volunteers in reducing the number of 
tasks that they have to do so that the decision making will be faster.  
The aim of this task allocation model is to minimize the evacuation time or the 
total cost to accomplish all tasks. In this case, the cost is the total rescue time.  
a. The Criteria to Choose Disabled People 
The volunteer‟s decision depends on the information of disabled people which 
receives from emergency center; therefore decisions must follow certain criteria to 
improve their relief activities. For example, the volunteers must care about condition 
of disabled people; the more seriously injured people should have the more priority 
even if they locate further than the others. There are several criteria that volunteers 
should take in account before starting rescue process. 
C1: Distance from volunteer to disabled people 
C2: Distance from disabled people to the other nearest disabled people 
C3: Health level of disabled people  
C4: Distance from disabled people to the other nearest volunteer 
Disabled people who have lesser values for criteria of C1, C2, C3 and greater 
values for criteria of C4 will have higher priority in the volunteer‟s decision process 
as shown in Figure 4.8. 
C1, C2, C3
Priority
Value  
C4
Priority
Value  
Figure 4.8: Priority in the Volunteer‟s Decision 
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b. Determination Important Weight of Criteria  
Referring to the decision making method which presents at chapter 3, a 
programming with C# had been created with the following inputs: number of criteria 
(N = 4); size of population (M = 30); crossover probability %)90( crossp ; mutation 
probability %)10( mutp ; number of reproduction (L = 1000); the pair-wise 
comparison among criteria is shown in Table 4.8. The solution obtained is w = 
(0.2882, 0.2219, 0.2738, 0.2161). These values are also considered as input 
parameters for rescue simulation. It can be changed by adjusting the pair-wise 
comparison in Table 4.8. 
For each volunteer, the cost to help certain victim is shown in Equation 4.1. 

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(4.1) 
Where: iw denotes the weight of the ic criteria while
k
iv denotes the value of the 
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for the thk  victim. The sign of value of criterion 4c will be reversed when calculate the 
cost 
 
 
 
 
c. Forming Task Allocation Problem 
Given the set of n volunteers as bidders: V =  v1, v2 ,… , vn  and set of m 
Criterion Linguistic Preference Fuzzy Number Criterion 
C1 Good (0.667, 0.833, 1) C2 
C1 Fair (0.333, 0.5, 0.667) C3 
C1 Good (0.667, 0.833, 1) C4 
C2 Poor (0, 0.167, 0.333) C3 
C2 Fair (0.333, 0.5, 0.667) C4 
C3 Good (0.667, 0.833, 1) C4 
Table 4.8: Pair-wise Comparison among Criteria 
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disabled persons considered as m tasks: D =  d1, d2 ,… , dm  . The distances from 
volunteers to disabled persons; distances among disabled persons and health level of 
disabled persons and are formulated as follow 
M[vi , dj]t = {mij  |mij : distances from volunteer vi  to disable person dj  at time step t}   
N[di , dj] = {nij  |nij : distances from disabled person di  to disabled person dj}  
H[di]t = {hi |hi : health level of  disabled person di  at time step t; hlow   ≤ hi ≤ hhigh  } 
With the initial distance L. The normalization processes are shown in Equation 4.2, 
4.3 and 4.4. 
Normalize M[vi , dj]t: 
M′[vi , dj]t = {m
′
ij  |m
′
ij = (
1−0
L−0
 mij − 0 + 0); 1 ≤ i ≤ n;  1 ≤ j ≤ m}                           (4.2) 
Normalize N[di , dj]: 
N′[vi , dj]t = {n
′
ij  |n
′
ij =
1−0
L−0
 nij − 0 + 0); 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}                                  (4.3) 
Normalize H[di]t: 
H′[vi , dj]t = {h
′
i |h
′
ij = (
1−0
hhigh  −hlow  
 hi − hlow   + 0); 1 ≤ i ≤ m}                                 (4.4) 
The Bidv i  dj , dq … dk , dl , C means that the volunteer vi  will help victims 
{dj , dq …dk , dl} with the total cost C. Total cost C is calculated by Equation 4.1. 
Let I is a collection of subsets of D. Let xj = 1 if the j
th 
set in I is a winning bid and 
cj is the cost of that bid. Also, let aij = 1 if the j
th  set in I contains iD. The problem 
can then be stated in equation 4.5. 
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min cjxj
j∈I
 
(4.5) 
With constraint aij xj ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ D
j∈I
 
The constraint will make sure that each victim is helped by at most one volunteer at 
certain time step. 
For example, let‟s assume that volunteer A has the information of 5 
victims(d1,  d2 ,  d3 , d4 ,  d5). The initial distance is set to 200 meters. The volunteer 
estimates the distance from him to each victims and selects only the victims who are 
not more than 200 meters from his location. Assume that, the victim d1 and victim d2 
are selected to help with the cost of 1.15. The bid submitted to the center agent is 
BidA= ({(d1,  d2}, 1.15). 
This optimization problem can be solved by Heuristic Search method of Branch-
on-items (Sandholm, 2002). This method is based on the question: “Which volunteer 
should this victim be assigned to?”. The nodes in the search tree are the bids. Each path 
in the search tree consists of a sequence of disjoint bids. Each node in the search tree 
expands the new node with the smallest index among the items that are still available, 
not including the items that have already been used on the path. The solution is a path, 
which has minimum cost in the search tree. Figure 4.9 shows the procedure of task 
allocation problem for helping disabled persons in emergency situation. 
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Get the distances from volunteers to disabled persons
Get the distances among disabled persons
Get the health levels of disabled persons
Normalize the value of distance and health level
Create list of bids and calculate bidding costs
Create search tree
Determine the winning path
Start
Number of alive victims in 
terrain is equal or greater than 1
True False
Stop
 
Figure 4.9: Procedure of Task Allocation Problem 
d. Example of Task Allocation Problem 
To illustrate an example of a task allocation of volunteers to help disabled 
persons, let‟s assume that there are four volunteers and 3 disabled persons; The initial 
distance L is set to 200 meters; hlow  = 100; hhigh  = 500. At certain time of 
simulation, distances from volunteers to disabled persons, the distances among 
disabled persons, and the health level of disabled persons are assumed as follows. 
M vi , dj t
=   
280 260 50
40 300 100
250 100 150
40 70 250
    After normalization  M′ vi , dj t
=   
1.4 1.3 0.25
0.2 1.5 0.5
1.25 0.5 0.75
0.2 0.35 1.25
  
N di , dj =   
0 100 110
100 0 70
110 70 0
   After normalization  N′ di , dj =   
0 0.5 0.55
0.5 0 0.35
0.55 0.35 0
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   H[di]t = {400,200,300 } After normalization   H′[di]t = {0.75, 0.25, 0.5 } 
With initial distance 200, the volunteer v1 can help only victim d3. The bid is formed 
as Bv1 {d3 , C). There are four criteria with important weigh: w = (0.2882, 0.2219, 
0.2738, 0.2161) [refer to section b]. 
The cost C is calculated as below: 
Distance from volunteer 1v to disabled people d3 = 0.25 
Distance from disabled people d3 to nearest other disabled people (d2) = 0.35 
Health condition of disabled people d3= 0.5 
Distance from disabled people d3  to nearest other volunteer ( 2v ) = 0.5 
18.05.0*2161.05.0*2738.035.0*2219.025.0*2882.0
4
1
3*),( 31 
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Possible bids are listed as below. 
Bv1 {d3 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.25 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.5 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.5) = Bv1 {d3 , 0.18) 
Bv2 {d1 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.2 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.5 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.75 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.2) = Bv2 {d1 , 0.33) 
Bv2 {d3 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.5 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.5 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.25 = Bv2 {d3 , 0.3) 
Bv2 {d1 , d3 , 0.2882 ∗  0.5 + 0.55 + 0.2219 ∗  0.5 + 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗  0.75 + 0.5 − 0.216
∗  0.2 + 0.25 = Bv2 {d1, d3 , 0.74) 
Bv3 {d2 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.5 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.25 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.35 ) = Bv3 {d2 , 0.21) 
Bv3 {d3 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.75 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.5 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.25 = Bv3 {d3 , 0.38)  
Bv4 {d1 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.2 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.5 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.75 − 0.2161 ∗ 0.2 = Bv4 {d1 , 0.21) 
Bv4 {d2 , 0.2882 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2219 ∗ 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗ 0.2 − 0.216 ∗ 0.5) = Bv4 {d2 , 0.14) 
Bv4 {d1 , d2 , 0.2882 ∗  0.2 + 0.5 + 0.2219 ∗  0.5 + 0.35 + 0.2738 ∗  0.75 + 0.25 − 0.21
∗ (0. +0.35)) = Bv4 {d1 , d2 , 0.55)   
The possible bids with costs are shown in Table 4.9. 
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Bid Volunteer Disabled person Cost 
 b1  v1 { d3} 0.18 
 b2  v2 { d1} 0.33 
 b3  v2 { d3} 0.30 
 b4  v2 { d1, d3} 0.74 
 b5  v3 { d2} 0.21 
 b6  v3 { d3} 0.38 
 b7  v4 { d1} 0.33 
 b8  v4 { d2} 0.14 
 b9  v4 { d1, d2} 0.55 
Table 4.9: Possible Bids 
The bid b2  and b7  have the same task {d1 }; b5  and b8  have the same task 
{d2 }; b1, b3, and b6  have the same task {  d3 }. The more expensive bids will be 
removed as shown in table 4.10. 
Bid Volunteer Disabled person Cost 
 b1  v1 { d3} 0.18 
 b2  v2 { d1} 0.33 
 b4  v2 { d1, d3} 0.74 
 b8  v4 { d2} 0.14 
 b9  v4 { d1, d2} 0.55 
Table 4.10: Tasks Allocation and Cost after Removal of More Expensive bids 
Then, the search tree is formed as shown in Figure 4.10. The winner path 
is b2, b8 , b1 which has the most minimum cost of 0.65. The task allocation solution: 
volunteer  v2  will help disabled persons  d1 ; volunteer  v4  will help disabled 
person d2.volunteer  v1 will help disabled person d3. 
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{d1,d3}/0.74 {d1}/0.33 {d1,d2}/0.55
{d2}/0.14 {d2}/0.14
{d3}/0.18
{d3}/0.18
b2
b8
b1
b9
  b1
b4
  b8
 
Figure 4.10: Branch on Items Based Search Tree 
4.2.3. Path Finding in Gama Simulation Platform 
After a volunteer makes the decision to help a certain victim, the path finding 
algorithm is used to find the route from volunteer agent to victim agent. The GIS 
data presents roads as a line network in graph type. Figure 4.11 shows an example of 
graph computation. The Dijkstra algorithm is implemented for the shortest path 
computation (Patrick et al., 2010). 
 
Figure 4.11: Example of Graph Computation (Patrick et al. 2010) 
4.3. Experimental Results 
In this section, we present experimental studies on different scenarios. We 
show the experimental results with traditional rescue model which not considering 
the updated information of victims and volunteers such as health conditions, 
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locations, traffic conditions. The traditional rescue model provides fixed mission for 
which volunteers should help which victims. Whereas, our rescue model provides 
flexible mission for which volunteers should help which victims. The targets of 
volunteers can be changed dynamically according to current situation. The 
experimental results of our proposed rescue model are also presented to show the 
advantages comparing to traditional model. 
The evacuation time is evaluated from the time at which the first volunteer 
started moving till the time at which all saved victims arrive at the shelters. The 
simulation model is tested using the Gama simulation platform (Patrick et al., 2010; 
Quang et al., 2009; Taillandier et al., 2012). 
4.3.1. Experimental Setting 
We consider the number of volunteers, number of disabled persons, panic level 
of volunteer, disability level of victim and the complexity of traffic as parameters to 
examine the correlation between these parameters with rescue time. The traffic 
complexity is function of the number of nodes and links in a road network. 
Figure 4.12 presents the sample GIS map consisting of 4 layers: road, volunteer, 
disabled person and shelter. The initial health levels of disabled persons are 
generated randomly between 100 point and 500 point. If the health level is equal or 
less than zero, the corresponding agent is considered as dead. 
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Figure 4.12: Sample GIS Map of Disaster Space 
4.3.2. Experimental Results 
a. Comparison with traditional model 
The traditional model proposes the rescue process without knowing the 
updated information of victims and volunteers. In disaster space, the traffic condition 
is changed dynamically. Some road links can be inaccessible. Our proposed method 
provides the updated traffic condition so that the path finding method can work 
effectively. The road map with 50 links is used to conduct the test with traditional 
model and our proposed model. The result is shown in Table 4.11 and Figure 4.13, 
4.14. 
 Volunteer Victim Link Rescue Time Dead Victim 
Proposed Model 10 10 50 880 0 
Traditional Model 10 10 50 1300 1 
Table 4.11: Comparison with Traditional Model 
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Figure 4.13: Rescue Time with Proposed Model 
 
Figure 4.14: Rescue Time with Traditional Model 
b. Simulation result with consideration of complexity of road network 
In this concern, we observe the correlation between the complexity of road 
network and the rescue time. The area of disaster space, the number of victims and 
volunteers, locations of victims and volunteer are not changed. The complexity of 
road network presents as the number of road links. The result is shown in Table 4.12 
and Figure 4.15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.12: Correlation between Rescue Time and Number of Link 
 
Volunteer Victim Link Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 
50 880 0 
40 880 0 
30 1150 0 
20 1150 0 
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Link: 50  Rescue time: 880 
 
Link: 40  Rescue time: 880 
 
Link: 30  Rescue time: 1150 
 
Link: 20  Rescue time: 1150 
Figure 4.15: Correlation between Rescue Time and Number of Link 
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c. Simulation result with consideration of panic level of volunteer 
When emergency situation occurs, the volunteers are also getting panic. The 
panic probability of volunteers can be presented as the hesitance of volunteers in 
making decision to help disabled persons. In the simulation, we assume that there are 
10 levels of hesitance: L={0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The hesitance 
level 0 means that there is no hesitance of making decision. These hesitance value h 
will be assigned to every volunteer agent randomly (0 ≤ h≤ 𝑙𝑖). At each time step of 
simulation, a random value x (0<x<𝑙𝑖) will be generated. If x is equal or greater than 
hesitance value of volunteers, the corresponding volunteers will make decision to 
help disabled person; otherwise the volunteers will postpone the decision at this time 
step. 
We applied our method to a sample GIS road map with 50 links (Figure 4.12). 
The correlation between panic probability of volunteer and rescue time is shown in 
Table 4.13 and Figure 4.16. 
Volunteer Victim Link Panic Level Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 50 
0 880 0 
0.1 900 0 
0.2 1150 0 
0.3 1150 0 
0.4 1500 1 
0.5 1750 1 
0.6 1760 1 
0.7 2200 1 
0.8 2600 2 
0.9 3250 3 
Table 4.13: Simulation Results with Consideration of Panic Probability of Volunteer 
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Figure 4.16: Simulation Results with Consideration of Panic Level of Volunteer 
d. Simulation result with consideration of percentage of blocked road network 
When emergency situation occurs, the road lane may block. The road is set 
as inaccessible condition if its number of block lanes is equal to the number of lanes. 
In the simulation, we assume that there are 10 levels of block road: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, and 9. The correlation between the percentage of block road link, the rescue 
time and the number of dead victim is shown in Table 4.14 and Figure 4.17. 
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Volunteer Victim Link 
Percentage of 
blocked road 
Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 50 
1 950 0 
2 1000 0 
3 1050 0 
4 1200 0 
5 1325 1 
6 1700 1 
7 2300 1 
8 2700 3 
9 3450 4 
Table 4.14: Simulation Result with Consideration of Percentage of Blocked Road Network 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Simulation Result with Consideration of Percentage of Blocked Road Network 
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e. Simulation result with consideration of disability level of victim 
The disability level of victim may affect to the rescue process. Volunteer will 
need more time to help a disabled person who suffers higher level of disability. In 
order to facilitate the simulation, we assume that there are two level of disability: low 
and high. The victim, who has high level of disability, will reduce the health level 
faster than victim, who has low disability level. We observe the correlation between 
the percentage of high disability level of victim, the rescue time and number of dead 
victim. The result is shown in Table 4.15 and Figure 4.18. 
Volunteer Victim Link 
Percentage of High 
Disability Level 
Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 50 
1 880 0 
2 890 0 
3 1050 0 
4 1050 1 
5 1125 1 
6 1250 2 
7 1325 3 
8 1450 3 
9 1550 5 
Table 4.15: Simulation Result with Consideration of Percentage of High Disability Level 
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Figure 4.18: Simulation Result with Consideration of Percentage of High Disability Level 
f. Simulation result with consideration of disconnection between agent and 
emergency center 
In reality, when emergency situation occurs, the communication may have 
disconnection. This problem of communication will affect to the rescue process. In 
simulation, we simulate the disconnection by postponing the decision of volunteer 
for certain time steps. The result is shown in Table 4.16 and Figure 4.19. 
Volunteer Victim Link Disconnection Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 50 
10 960 0 
20 980 0 
30 1000 0 
40 1020 0 
50 1050 0 
60 1060 0 
70 1075 0 
80 1085 0 
90 1115 1 
Table 4.16: Simulation Result with Consideration of disconnection between Agent and 
Emergency Center 
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Figure 4.19: Simulation Result with Consideration of disconnection between Agent and 
Emergency Center 
g. Simulation result with consideration of number of shelter 
The number of shelter will affect to the rescue time. We set the number of 
shelter: 1, 2, and 3 to observer the differences of rescue time. The result is shown in 
Table 4.17 and Figure 4.20. 
Volunteer Victim Link Shelter Rescue Time Dead Victim 
10 10 50 
1 880 0 
2 850 0 
3 950 0 
Table 4.17: Simulation Result with Consideration of Number of Shelter 
 
Figure 4.20: Simulation Result with Consideration of Number of Shelter 
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From the simulation results, it is more important to choose the location of 
shelter than to increase the number of shelter; because with increasing the number of 
shelter, the rescue time does not change effectively. 
h. Simulation result with consideration of number of victim and volunteer 
With a fixed number of victims and the number of volunteers increase, the 
correlation between number of volunteers and rescue time is shown as below. 
 
With a fixed number of volunteers and the number of disabled persons increase, 
the correlation between number of disabled persons and rescue time is shown as 
below. 
 
Figure 4.21: Simulation Result with Consideration of Number of Victim and Volunteer 
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4.4. Conclusion 
In this chapter, we propose a rescue model for people with disabilities. The 
decisions to help victims are based on updated information from victims and 
volunteers therefore it can be change to adapt the current emergency situation. We 
also conduct the rescue simulation with considering the complexity of road network, 
the panic level of volunteers, the disability level of victims and the disconnection 
between agent and emergency center. The simulation results show that our model has 
less rescue time than the traditional model which applies static decision making 
method. 
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Chapter 5  
Conclusion 
 
The problems of decision making and task allocation are really important to the 
field of multi-agent based simulation. In particular, multi-agent based simulation has 
been applied to rescue simulation. This simulation is conducted under a dynamic and 
uncertain environment, so it is important to use the appropriate decision making and 
task allocation method.  
This chapter first presents the summary of the work conducted in this thesis 
and finishes by presenting some potential problems for future works.  
5.1. Summary 
 In this dissertation, a new multi-criteria decision making method has been 
proposed. This method will help to define the priority in a fuzzy and uncertain 
environment. A multi-agent based rescue simulation model has also been proposed. 
This rescue model takes advantages of the decision making method and task 
allocation method to simulate the rescue process under a dynamic and uncertain 
environment. 
5.1.1. Decision Making Method of FGA-TOPSIS 
In chapter 3, a new multi-criteria decision making method of Fuzzy Genetic 
Algorithm-Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (FGA-
TOPSIS) has been proposed to deal with criteria and alternatives in a fuzzy 
environment. Fuzzy logic theory has been applied to present the fuzzy statement. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to address the weights of criteria and then the best 
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solution is determined by using the (TOPSIS) method. This method allows 
calculating the important weights of criteria under the fuzzy statement. The search 
technique of Genetic Algorithm helps to solve the optimization problem related to 
the determination of criteria weight which maximizes the value of triangular 
membership function. 
5.1.2. Multi-agent based Rescue Simulation Model 
In chapter 4, a multi-agent based rescue model is proposed. This rescue model 
is applied in case of a volunteer helping a disabled person in an emergency situation. 
An algorithm for task allocation using combinatorial auctions is presented. The 
bidding cost is calculated based on four criteria:  
(1)  Distance from volunteer to disabled people 
(2)  Distance from disabled people to the other nearest disabled people 
(3)  Health condition of disabled people  
(4)  Distance from disabled people to the other nearest volunteer 
These four criteria have important weights which are calculated by the FGA-
TOPSIS method. 
Algorithms to determine the winner in combination of auctions have been 
studied. Heuristic Search method of Branch-on-items (Sandholm, 2002) is used to 
determine the winner. 
We have tested the proposed model with sample GIS map. The probability of 
panic among volunteer has been taken in account to observe the correlation with 
rescue time. The results show that when panic level of volunteer is high, the rescue 
time is also gets higher. The road condition also changes when disaster occurs. The 
rescue time changes dramatically when the blocked lane probability increases. For 
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the disabled persons, we assume that there are two disability levels: low and high 
level. The high level disability victim will decrease health point faster. When the 
percentage of high level disability victim increases, the number of dead victim also 
increases. The disconnection between agent and emergency center has been 
presented. In the simulation, we simulated the disconnection by postponing the 
decision of volunteer for certain time steps of simulation. The disconnection has 
affected the rescue time. 
5.2. Future Work 
The algorithm and rescue model presented in this dissertation are a 
contribution to the field of multi-criteria decision making and multi-agent based 
simulation. However, there is much work to do in order to develop a practical rescue 
model in a complex environment. In this section, we present some ideas on how the 
current study could be improved. 
5.2.1. Test Score of Rescue Simulation  
Current research work has not defined the test score yet. The test score will 
present the effectiveness of the rescue model. The features of map, number of 
volunteer, number of victim, location, and shelter can be considered as factors to 
calculate the test score. 
5.2.2. Lifetime Prediction  
It is necessary to know a civilian‟s chance of survival. If simulation models 
allow the prediction of a victim chance of survival, the decision to rescue can be 
adapted accordingly. A victim who would die within a very short amount of time has 
to be rescued as soon as possible in order to survive. There will be special tasks to 
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rescue such kind of victims. 
5.2.3. Path Planning 
Every rescue agent will do the path planning to reach its selected victim 
location. In current study, the Dijkstra's algorithm is used to find the shortest path 
based on distance. In further study, a path planning algorithm should predict the 
shortest time, it will take a rescue agent to reach its destination. To compute this, a 
traffic model should be applied in order to observe the movement of agents. 
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